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CHAPTER

I

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT LEARNING AND TIME-USE
The temporal environment of institutionalized
learning
has not always been structured as rigidly as it
is at present
in many conventional schools.

During the 1700's and 1800's,

educational schedules were adjusted to fit the demands of

planting and harvesting, and to the availability of a teacher.

Children of all ages and levels of academic achieve-

ment attended one room schools and engaged simultaneously
in different learning activities.

The length of the school

year and the amount of time each child spent on a subject
varied from year to year.

It has only been in the last

seventy years that most educators and most schools have

assumed that time-use and learning were related in a fixed
and rigid way.
At the turn of the century professional educators

looked at time in order to "standardize the quality of

secondary education and formulate standards for accrediting
high schools /Coombs & Kresler, 1971, p. 1987."

Over the

twenty year period from 1892 to 1909 committees of the NEA
consistently recommended "uniform amounts of time allocated
to every subject taught /Coombs & Kresler, 1971, p. 1987."

Implicit in that approach to standardization of learning

experiences was a foundation of two assumptions about

2

learning and time:
!•

Uniform amounts of time spent in any subject by

groups of children will constitute equal learning for each
group
2.

Learning will occur at a pre-determined time of a

pre-determined and unvarying length.
Recently these assumptions and the temporal structure
that expresses them have been challenged by new philosophies
and practices in education, especially flexible scheduling
and open classroom.

Educational research, however, has

failed to take these changes into account and continues to

work within the traditional assumptions and structures about
learning and time use.

The result is a gap between current

educational theories and practice on one hand and educational

research on the other.
The purpose of this dissertation is to examine children's

time-use behavior to increase our understanding of how children function in an open classroom.

An endeavor with this

goal must engage in reviewing past research on the time

factor in learning; proposing a new theory of time-use
and learning; describing the design, use and development
of the observation instrument focused on children's time-

use; discussing the findings of the case study; and finally,

proposing directions for future research.

3

Historical Perspective
In 1909 a standardized unit of instruction was accepted

nationally by schools. 1

The "Carnegie Unit," as it was

called, enabled schools to translate learning experiences
into "credit hours" and thereby formalize the equation of

learning with time allocation to standardize the school
experience.

Henceforth, three credit hours of math in the

freshman year of high school was equivalent to a set amount
of knowledge in mathematics.

The use of time as a means of

educational standardization resulted in a rapid coalescence
of the temporal structure of the classroom.

Classes in each

subject were scheduled for particular hours each day, for
a set length of time.

Curriculum, teaching, and learning

all were shaped to fit into predetermined temporal slots.

In the following decades even more exacting controls
of teachers’

and students' time allocation were realized

as schoolmen followed industrialists in applying the tenets

of scientific management.

p

The time and motion studies of

scientific management, used originally to improve factory
production, generated a wave of enthusiasm for efficiency.
This unit was defined as fifty minutes per day, five
days per week, thirty-six to forty weeks per years.
1

detailed discussion of this can be found in Raymond
Callahan' s Education and the Cult of Efficiency.

4

The American Work Ethic, with its Protestant
Ethic roots,
was fertile ground for this new organizational
approach.
The educational applications of scientific
management

were taken from the assembly line.

The school was analogous

to a factory, with educated children as the finished
"product."

Both industrialists and schoolmen perceived time as money:
high production per time unit was cheaper in labor costs
than low production for the same time unit.

The value which

emerged from this linking of efficient time-use and level of

production was "faster is better."
The application of these concepts and values to educa-

tion led to an emphasis upon production and speed.
cient time-use was the key to both.
to be a reflection of learning:

more learning.

Effi-

Production was assumed

more production equaled

This led to a product-oriented approach to

educational time-use which is responsible for the high
value placed on quantity (i.e. number of papers completed
or number of pages in a term paper).

The faster these

"productions" were completed, the faster learning was

believed to have occurred.

With efficient time-use, much

could be produced very rapidly.

Presumably, learning was

a product that could be produced as straight-forwardly as

cars or steel.
The impact of scientific management on education rein-

forced and refined the then current assumptions about

5

learning and time.

Not only could time be used to standard-

ize learning experiences, it could also be used to
increase

learning if used "efficiently."

Not only could learning

occur in pre-determined lengths of time, but these time

units could be used to evaluate and compare learning rates.
The equating of a particular type of time-use with learning

was now a rarely questioned educational assumption.

Nor

was this assumption seriously questioned when the resultant

rigid scheduling became inappropriate for handling large

numbers of students.
In the middle 1950'

s

when the World War II baby boom

began to affect elementary school classrooms, it became
evident that scheduling patterns that might have been efficient with twenty students were not at all efficient with a

class of forty.

torial

,

The time required for organizational, jani-

and other non-teaching activities cut severely into

the time allotted for learning.

Distributing supplies for

a lesson and collecting them afterwards diminished the time

for participating in recitation, experimentation and all

other direct learning experiences.

Often the time spent

waiting (to ask a question, examine a science display, or
read aloud) was greater than the time spent engaged in the

activity itself.
3

See Philip Jackson's Life in Classrooms (1968) for a
detailed description and analysis of time spent on nonlearning activities.
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The New England School Development Council's committee
on Time Allocation in the Elementary Schools is an example
of how this concern about time-use was met. 4

The committee

sent out an extensive questionnaire to elementary schools

throughout New England to find out what sorts of solutions

were being tried, and how effective they were believed to
The results of the survey indicated that many small

be.

changes, such as collecting milk money once a week rather

than daily, were being tried extensively and with little
effect.

Only Springfield, Massachusetts' schools used a

successful approach to time-allocation called the large

block scheduling.

It resembled closely the open class-

Although the

room's flexible use of large blocks of time.

Council commended the Springfield's example because of its

undoubted effectiveness in solving the problem of too little
time for learning, few other schools changed their approach.

Only solutions conforming to the established assumptions
about time and learning were acceptable.

1960

'

s

Not until the

did flexible forms of time-use (once so common in

one room schools) begin to achieve some acceptance.

Time Allocatio n in the Elementary School New England
publication
School Development Council, April 1959 was the
in which their conclusions appeared.
4

,
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The Open Classroom

:

New Assumptions About Learning and Time-Use
The use of time as a means for standardization
led to

pre-determined lengths of time allotted to each subject.
The advent of scientific management introduced
concepts

of efficient time-use and production.

The assumptions and

practical applications reflected the work-oriented values
of the society and shaped the educational experience to

meet those values.

These assumptions and their applications

did much to shape the traditional classroom of the first

seventy years of the twentieth century.
Open education theory developed somewhat different

assumptions about learning and time-use.

Researchers and

teachers, using direct observations and experiences with
children, have developed a theory of education which begins

with what the child does
Roland

do.

,

not with what he should or might

Barth has set forth the assumptions. 5

S.

Some

of those assumptions specifically relate to learning and
time.

These assumptions are grouped under various topics.

The number which appears in parenthesis indicates the

assumption's place on Barth's list.
cr

For a listing and discussion of Barth's assumptions see
Assumptions About Children's Learning"
"Open Education:
Open Education pp. 116-136. A listing of Barth's assumptions
appears in Appendix A.
,

8

Learning and Cognitive Development
Assumptions:
1.

Concept formation proceeds very slowly
(13)

2.

Children learn and develop intellectually not

only at their own rate, but in their own style
(14)
Children pass through similar stages of develop-

3.

ment

.

4.

.

.

each at his own rate and in his own time (15)

Intellectual growth and development take place

through a sequence of concrete experiences, followed by

abstractions (16)
5.

Verbal abstraction should follow direct experiences

with objects and ideas, not precede or substitute for
them. (17)

As the assumptions above imply, learning takes place
in ways and times which cannot be uniformly described or

planned as the Carnegie unit supposes.

Learning is a

gradual process, an accretion of concrete experiences into

abstract concepts.

Participatory experience is vital to

the learning process, and it requires time.

A child must

have time to observe, handle, manipulate, experiment, build,
take apart, and rebuild.

During this time-consuming exper-

ience there is a need for reflection.

None of these pro-

cesses are necessarily "productive" in terms of tangible

evidences of learning.

There is repetition, and from the

adult viewpoint a fascination with the obvious, the mundane,

9

the simple.

In addition, because the learning is not yet

expressible, it is not easily measured.
It has been observed that not all children learn at

the same rate.

Each child has a particular style and rate

of learning which may change as the child passes through

successive intellectual stages.

To accommodate the

variety of rates and styles, the open classroom has developed a flexible temporal structuie; the day is divided into
large blocks of time rather than many shorter periods.

During each block of time a variety of activities are available for the children to participate in.

This range of ac-

tivities enables children to spend the amount of time they
need (to learn) with the learning materials without inter-

fering with other children's learning rates and styles.
Play and Learning

6.

Play is not distinguished from work as the predomi-

nant mode of learning in early childhood (6)

Traditionally schools have perceived learning as a form
of work, resulting in a product.

work, was viewed as unproductive.

Play, as the opposite of

Research in child growth

^Whether the rate of learning for an individual child
changes from stage to stage on the basis of individual dif~
References or general development patterns is not known.
search on time-use is a possible means to answer that
question.
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and development, however, has produced
strong evidence that
play in early childhood is a child's mode of
learning.

Molly Brearley in The Teaching of Young Children
(1970)
discussed the role of play in a child's cognitive

development.

•
•
•
the emergence of two processes, play
and imitation ... are differentiations
made within the general adaptive developments of sensory-motor activities.
The schemata, which are dynamic organizations, can be multiplied in excess of the
moment to moment adaption of a child
In play the child takes up the assimilating
aspects of the schemata and exercises it
according to his own wishes. At first this
is likely to be a mere repetition of the
schema usually accompanied by enjoyment
(e.g. babbling of a baby
.
.) but later,
objects, or toys as we call them, are brought
into further this activity when deliberate
make-believe play becomes a definite possibility /p. 162-1637.
.

.

.

....

.

The schemata referred to by Brearley enable an individual
to deal selectively with sensations to create perceptions

and concepts which constitute a shared reality with other

members of society.

A child learns this shared concept of

reality by first imitating and then adapting those imitations of other people.

Play is a vehicle for adapting

general schemata to specific situations; thus a child can

experience and gain understandings in a relatively safe
environment before having to use those skills for survival.

Play can also be a means for changing dysfunctional

behavior.

Virginia Axline's work (1947) in play therapy

has demonstrated how through play a model of reality can
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be constructed within which a child can
express the hitherto

unexpress lble emotions and then move to develop
constructive
behavior patterns.
Play is an activity which involves fundamental
learnings about reality, behavior patterns, and handling
sup-

pressed emotions.
experimentation.

It involves repetition, imitation, and

Above all it requires a great deal of

time in which to unfold.

The learnings which are acquired

through play are significant but often unconscious.

Per-

haps, if adults could remember their own slow struggle to

make sense of the world as children, they could better

understand the experience children are going through.
As Rathbone (1971) has stated:
The word play is often used in schools to
distinguish activities from work, but in
many open schools neither term is appropriate, for the distinction has all but
disappeared and given way to a distinction
between involvement and lack of involvement /p. 1227.

The implication here is that if a child is involved, learning is taking place, and this is Barth's assumption number
ten.

In the open classroom time is not scheduled to insure

learning will occur, time is scheduled to enhance the

learning already taking place.

12

Learning and Errors
7.

Errors are necessarily a part of the learning

process; they are to be expected and even desired for they

contain information essential for further learning.
Incorrect answers often have more information to offer
than correct ones.

Teachers can better diagnose a child's

thought process from a wrong answer than a right one.

A

correct answer is assumed to have come from an understanding of the question and the process involved.

An incorrect

answer leads to questions of "how" and "why"

which in turn

clarify the child's thought process.

,

Incorrect answers,

however, take more time than correct ones.

Wrong answers

require time to explore the lines of thought that led to
error, and to explore and understand the way to the right
answer. These processes require extended dialogue between

teacher and child, during which both persons learn to look
at the problem from new perspectives.

The large block

scheduling of the open classroom provides opportunities
for teachers and students to engage in such processes.

There is no disruption of lesson plans, no spilling over
into the next period, or restraining other children's

learning by "taking up the teacher's time."

Finding the

that is
right answer is not the linear, direct process

schedule.
implied in the traditional classroom's lock-step

structure
Within the traditional classroom's temporal

13

errors are unwelcome and often unsolved;
they are too disruptive to be dealt with.

Learning and Self-Direction
8.

Children are innately curious and display exploratory

behavior quite independent of adult intervention
(1)
9.

Exploratory behavior is self-perpetuating (2)

10. Children have both the competence and the right to

make significant decisions concerning their own learning
(7)
11. Children will be likely to learn if they are given

considerable choice in the selection of the materials they

wish to work with (8)
Exploratory behavior is the self-perpetuating basis
for a child's learning experience.

Hence a child does not

require scheduled learning times and the accompanying division of information into subject areas in order to learn.
The open classroom provides large blocks of time to enhance
an on-going learning process

by

avoiding the rigid temporal

schedule which demands that children put away their questions, enthusiasms, and curiosities in order to move on
to the next subject area.
To provide for the many learning styles, needs, and

rates the open classroom provides a wide range of materials
and resources and a flexible temporal structure.

The variety

of resources and the large blocks of time allow many simultaneous

14

activities with varying beginning and ending times which do
not interfere with each child's learning.

Proponents of

the open classroom assume that children, because they are

intrinsically motivated, should share the responsibility
for directing their own learning experiences.

Thus chil-

dren make the majority of decisions about how much time
they need to spend with resources to accomplish their

learning goals.
The self-directed learning approach results in con-

siderable changes in the teacher's use of time as well
as the children's.

Teachers no longer distribute and con-

trol materials for learning; instead the children locate
the resources they need and replace them when they are

finished.

Teachers have time to observe, question, and

listen to each child in order to diagnose learning needs.

Learning and Confidence
12. The child will display natural exploratory be-

havior if he is not threatened (3)
13.

Confidence in self is highly related to capacity

for learning and for making important choices affecting

one's learning (4)
The open classroom teachers' decision to permit the

child the freedom and choice to pursue his own learning is
ignore.
a vote of confidence which the child can hardly

15

Indeed, it clothes the child in a dignity which enhances

self-confidence and an overall sense of self-worth.

Having

sufficient time to learn results in a child's learning what
he needs or wants to know; it provides an assurance that

there is time to succeed.

How frustrating and debilitating

it must be to know that if math period would last ten min-

utes longer one could be successful, but instead (because
of temporal constraints) the answer or understanding must

remain a mystery.

We know that confidence can be threatened

by many things ranging from a harsh word to repeated failure.
But it is also possible that confidence can be increased

or decreased by the rigidity or flexibility for time-use.

Repeated frustrations to exploratory behavior which are
caused by lock-step scheduling in traditional classrooms

may explain some of the too evident apathy, and failure of
exploratory behavior to remain self-perpetuating in many
schools.

Learning and Evaluation
14. Those qualities of a person's learning that can be

carefully measured are not necessarily the most important. (20)
15. The best way of evaluating the effect of the school

experience on the child is to observe him over a long perioo
of time (23)

have a negative
16. Objective measures of performance may

16

effect upon learning (21)
These assumptions make the point that school situations

which emphasize production of easily measurable products

may stifle the learning they wish to foster.

They may

measure not learning, but some other type of behavior.
Barth (1971) puts it thus:

"Open education questions

whether motivation generated and manipulated by an adult
results in greater learning or just increased production
/p. 1197."

Thus the teacher who wishes to evaluate the

child's learning must seek ways which neither interfere

with the learning process nor distort it.

Observing the

child over a long period of time is believed to be the best

evaluation strategy.

It requires that the teacher have the

time to observe and that the child be permitted to work

freely and without teacher direction for large periods of
time.

The temporal structure of the open classroom enables

both teacher and child to pursue their work without inter-

fering with each other in non-construct ive ways.
are expected to be involved.

Children

It is anticipated that some

production will emerge from that involvement

,

however learn-

ing is not measured by production rate or quantity but by
its quality.

Time is a medium for learning, not a means

of evaluating it.

17

The Next Step

Open education's assumptions and their implementation

have helped create a new perspective on learning and timeuse for educational research.

This perspective is not just

a product of changes in educational theory; research in

other disciplines (including biology, anthropology, and
economics) raise questions about time and learning that
are new and challenging.

The following chapter will re-

view the research on time in other disciplines as well

as

in education to provide a background for developing a new

theory of learning and time-use.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE RESEARCH ON TIME
Research in fields other than education has important
implications for the educational perspective on the relationship of time-use and learning.

These implications

range from crucial to intriguing, but above all they pro-

vide a broader perspective with which to formulate theories.
The following review of research will cover five disciplinary areas:

biology, anthropology and sociology, psychology,

education, and economics.

Biology
Scientists, and biologists in particular, have become

aware of the many interlocking rhythms and patterns which
go on within a living organism.

Not only do the rhythms

vary from species to species, but definite individual patterns for man and other animals have been identified.

Most

important these rhythms have been shown to affect many

aspects of behavior from performance of physical tasks to
emotional states and social interaction patterns.

In the

following section we will deal with four areas of biological
research with regard to time perception and time-use.
1968;
A number of researchers (Hoagland, 1966; Pfaff,

relationship of time
and Siffre, 1962) have investigated the

19

perception to metabolic rate.

The general conclusion is

that children up to about age eight find time to be ex-

panded, that is time passes more slowly than for an adult.
It is believed that children's high metabolic rate is

responsible for this expanded sense of time.
The difference in perception due to metabolic rate

helps explain the miscommunication that is occurring when
a parent exclaims,

hurrying!"

"Hurry up!" and a child answers, "I am

A child can learn to handle time in culturally

accepted manners only after his metabolism slows suffi-

ciently to enable him to experience time as adults do.

Teachers who realize that children experience time differently than they do are in a position to better understand
and communicate with their students.

Classroom researchers

must take this difference into account when deciding upon
the time unit for observation.

Too large a unit (fifteen

minutes) may miss many of the important behaviors which
are rapid and short because of children's expanded sense

of time.

The unit of a few seconds, which seems infini-

tessimal for adults, may be more appropriate for the
subjects observed.
relevant
The second area of research on time which is
Dr. K.E. Kline
to education is exemplified by the work of

(1968).

mental,
Dr. Kline has found that performance in

biological
physical and perceptual tasks correlates with

20

changes.

The peak performance times for each
type of test
did not fall during the same hours. A
person might find
that his peak for physical performance was
between nine
and ten in the morning, his peak for mental
performance at
two in the afternoon, and his peak for perceptual
tasks at

seven in the evening.

In addition, Kline found that the

peak time for tolerance of stress or altitude adjustment
occurred when other abilities were at their lowest point.
Throughout all areas of testing, individuality of peak
times was pronounced.

What does Kline's work mean for education?

First it

implies that test scores, and even grades, may be in part
the result of a child's biological state.

It is possible

that a child's peak time would coincide with the required

performance of the hour, but it is not probable.

An in-

vestigation of the correlation of test scores and grades

with time of day for each child would add valuable information to our understanding of time-use and learning.
Second, the fact that tolerance for stress does not

coincide with other peak performance times indicates that
a child expected to perform should not also have to deal

with stress.

Time pressures in the form of deadlines,

timed drills, etc. may decrease performance if they lead
to stress in the child.

21

Third, the individualization of peak times is
a strong

statement against having classes at specific times.

Perhaps

Johnny does well in math when it is at ten in the morning,
and Mary does poorly because her peak time is at three in

the afternoon.

Change the time for math and the perfor-

mances may change as well.

A rigid time schedule does not

provide for the biological differences which affect performance.
Dr. Ernst Poppel (1968) has found that individual bio-

logical rhythms can be altered only so much by social forms.

Poppel observed four men living in adjacent suites underground.

Three of the men had 26.2 hour cycles and one man

had a shorter cycle.

Initially, the man with the shortest

cycle emerged as the leader, initiating activities and pre-

paring food.

However, gradually he had to sacrifice sleep

to stay ahead of the others and finally had to give up and

become desynchronized from the group in order to follow his
own cycle.
This experiment suggests that social situations and motivation might entrain a person’s
circadian activity cycle only up to a point.
Evidently, there are some profound and probably
inherent individual differences in timing that
may be relevant in selecting groups for compatibility in isolation situations /p. 1427.
•

•

Although classrooms are not isolation situations in
the sense that polar expeditions are, the need for a group
to find a means of resolving temporal rhythm differences is
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still present.

Perhaps some children's disruptive or non-

constructive response to school is in part generated by
the conflict between their own biological rhythms and the

school schedule.

This research seems to indicate that no

structure at all is as destructive as too rigid a structure
in promoting harmonious group interaction.

Perhaps the

solution lies in providing a variety of structures which
intermesh, as do the rhythms of a living organism.
The fourth and last piece of research in biology which

we will deal with was done by Dr. Charles F. Stroebel (1967).

Stroebel explored the influence of circadian (daily biologic)

rhythms on emotional learning.

After rats had been trained

to have a fear response it was found that they "showed the

strongest 'fear' response and seemed most stubbornly resistant to extinction at the biologic time of day that they

had been trained /p. 1057."
G. Luce summarizes the results of further testing (1971)

If a rat had been trained at 8am . . . his
fear responses were stronger then than at any
other time of day. Control rats, who were trained
and untrained at the same hour each day, took the
longest time to extinguish (learned behavior).
At first it seemed as though extinction were more
difficult at the time of day that coincided with
the hour of original training. However, when the
animals were retested three weeks later, they
showed no resurgence of fear. The other two groups
originally appeared to extinguish faster, but on a
retest three weeks later they showed fear responses
and clearly had not been extinguished. These rats
had undergone extinction trials at biologic times
original
of day different from the time of their
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training.
They appeared to extinguish
very rapidly but later showed substantial
resurgence of the fear response. /p. 1067.
It is always hazardous to apply research findings about

animals to the human situation, nevertheless it does, in this
case, bring up some important ideas for education which

might not be dealt with otherwise.

So, let us assume we

can transfer Stroebel's findings to the classroom.

We can assume that content which is learned only at a
specific hour each day could be easily and more effectively

extinguished than content which is learned at a variety of
different times each day.

The first situation corresponds

to the traditional classroom where subjects have specified

times at which they occur:
ten, etc.

reading at nine, spelling at

The second situation corresponds to a flexibly

scheduled classroom or school in which subjects come up at
a variety of times of day during a week or a month.

Anthropology and Sociology
Edward Hall (1959) in The Silent Language discussed
the different cultural time-use patterns which are found

within the borders of the United States and beyond them.
Hall perceived time as a mode of communication:
It
it
it
to

speaks more plainly than words. The message
Because
conveys comes through loud and clear
subject
is
it
consciously,
less
is manipulated
language
/p. 15/.
spoken
the
than
less distortion
.
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Hall's description of American time-use is unique and compelling.

It allows us to see ourselves as others see us,

and thereby provides a perspective in which to understand

the values for time-use which shape educational environments.
As a rule, Americans think of time as a
road or a ribbon stretching into the future,
along which one progresses. The road has segments or compartments which are to be kept
discrete ("one thing at a time"). People who
cannot schedule time are looked down upon as
impractical. In at least some parts of Latin
America, the North American finds himself
annoyed when he has made an appointment with
somebody, only to find a lot of other things
The American
going on at the same time. . .
and the necestime
of
discreteness
concept of
with this
variance
at
scheduling
is
sity for
system.
Latin
confusing
seemingly
amiable and
Amerithe
adhered
to
had
one
.
.
However, if
vital
destroyed
a
have
would
can system he
part of his prosperity. People who came to
do business with him also came to find out
things and to visit each other.
Not only do we Americans segment and
schedule time, but we look ahead and are oriented
almost entirely toward the future.
Time with us is handled much like material;
we earn it, spend it, save it, waste it. To us
it is somewhat immoral to have two things going
In Latin America it is
on at the same time.
not uncommon for one man to have a number of
simultaneous jobs which he either carries on
from one desk or which he moves between spending a small amount of time on each.
Promptness is also valued highly in AmerIf people are not prompt, it is
ican life.
often taken as either an insult or and an in19--U/
dication that they are not quite responsible /p.
.

.

.

.

.

From Hall's description of "American" time with its
we
emphasis on scheduling, promptness, and productivity,
an intensive
can deduce that the cult of efficiency was
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expression of already present tendencies.

However, these

tendencies are passed on through socialization processes,
including schooling, for they are not the only way time
can be perceived of and used.

Children use time in par-

ticular ways, in part, because they are taught to use
it thus.

Perhaps children go through stages of time-use

socialization, just as they go through stages of intellectual and physical development.
The schools by their very structure impose an "American" (WASP) time orientation upon students.

In a country

of many ethnic groups which is dedicated to cultural plu-

ralism, this practice poses a significant problem.

It

puts many children in a situation in which behavior that
is valued by the family and community is perceived as

"wrong" by the school.

The teacher's behavioral demands

are perceived as "wrong" by the students, perhaps even

impossible or absurd.

Hall points out how Navajo Indians

perceive time; and the general configuration and meaning
of reality are so different than white middle class Ameri-

cans that it is "quite useless to argue about the future

advantages of working hard; linear reasoning and logic were

meaningless /p* 247."

Imagine how frustrated school teach-

ers must become over this basic difference which ultimately

force one to question what "schools" should be like.

Cross-

temporal
cultural studies, such as Hall's, show how powerful a
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structure can be, affecting not only the shape of school
content but also the interpersonal interactions and the

children's cultural orientation wixh all the values,
ideals, and behaviors that entails.

Hall's cross-cultural work also provides a realistic

perspective in which to view sociological investigations
such as Lawrence Leshan's (1952) "Time Orientation and

Social Class."

Leshan's thesis is that there are "various

temporal goal orientations in the various levels of social
class /p. 5927."

His viewpoint is to assume that temporal

orientation is 1) good or bad (depending on whether it fits

within the "American" time orientation)

,

and 2) that tem-

poral orientation is something which is inherent in a
person, neither learned nor shaped by society.

Leshan's description of the various temporal orientations are all from the perspective of "American" time.
The ability to plan for the future, to use time for production, is highly valued; other uses of time are con-

sidered wasteful or the result of lack of responsibility
on the part of the person involved.

The definitions

appear below.
In the lower lower class, the orientation
relief.
is one of quick sequences of tension and
or
periods
long
One does not frustrate oneself for
The
future.
plan action with goals far in the
future generally is an indefinite, vague, diffuse
region and its rewards and punishments are too
uncertain to have much motivating value.
1.
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2. In the upper-lower, middle, and lowerupper classes, the orientation is one of much
longer tension-relief sequences. As the individual grows older, he plans further and further
into the future and acts on these plans. As an
adult, he may start planning for retirement
when he is in his twenties.
3. In the upper-upper class, the individual
sees himself as part of a sequence of several or
more generations, and the orientation is backward
to the past /p. 5897.

"Good" use of time is equated with self-control, ability
to "plan" in a particular manner.

Hall's perspective leads

us to say that each of these orientations is learned, and
in response to the perceptions of society that one has.

person

— adult

or child

— who

A

does not choose to plan for the

future in terms of years does so because of being taught
by institutions of socialization (of which schools are one)
that this orientation is not a successful survival strategy.

We cannot separate time orientation from the sources which
generate it.
During the 1950'

s

a research team of Roger Barker and

Herbert Wright and associates (1955) began a study of be-

havior in a midwestern town.

Among the objectives was the

desire to identify behavior "units."

The technique de-

veloped used minute-to-minute recordings of behavior of
^Eleanor Leacock's Teaching and ^earning in City Schools
discusses in detail how schools teach children of diffeient
socio-economic and racial backgrounds to expect different
results from their efforts both in the present and in the
future.

7
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both children and adults.

Although time use was not the

intended focus of the study, much data was collected which,
had it been analyzed in terms of time-use, would have been
a valuable contribution to time-use research.

Of all the research on time— use or behavior, this

study has methodology which seems most suitable for studying
the classroom situation.

There was a tremendous amount of

information to record for each minute of behavior, and the

investigator believes that this is true of the classroom
situation as well.
In the middle 1960's the United States Government

(1966) undertook a survey of time-use in the United States

and eleven other nations.

The goals are as follows:

first, the collection and comparison of
basic behavioral data across eleven widely different nations; second, the tabulation of these
basic data as general descriptive information on
life in the United States; third, the use of these
data as bench marks in the measurement and assessment of social change; and finally, investigation
into the major activities and objectives which
bring gratification and satisfaction to individuals
in different parts of society /p. 1 7
•

If time-use on this large a scale (recordings were hourly

by the subjects in daily journals) can be used to evaluate
what is valued and sought after, and what changes are occurring in needs and interests, then surely a more refined
study would yield equally relevant information about chil-

dren's life in the classroom.
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An attempt to use such a time-use survey with
children

was done by Barbara Long and Edmund Henderson (1970).
study

,

In

behavior was divided into seven categories

(sleep, reading, homework, T.V., chores, free play, and

organized activity).

Children coded their own behavior

once a day in fifteen minute units.

haps because of

,

In spite of, or per-

the method of self-report and the short-

ness of the study (two weeks) the researchers found correlations of time-use with tests of ability, achievement,
self-concept, reading, sex, family position, and socio-

economic background.
The work which has been done relating to time in an-

thropology and sociology provides both an important perspective from which to approach time-use and some useful methodology.

The perspective is a non- judgmental one which allows

us to assume that if a person chooses to use time in a par-

ticular way, it is chosen because it is meaningful within
that person's perception of reality.

The methodology,

which certain sociologists have developed, uses some
general behavioral categories in order to gather data

with which to make statements about time-use.

This approach

seems to provide a constructive means of approaching the

recording of a child's use of time in classroom situations,

particularly those in which a great variety of activities
occur.
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Psychology
There have been a number of efforts to link time per-

ception and time-use with various personality types and

mental states.

An emphasis has been placed upon exploring

the disordered perceptions of time, due to the increasing

use of hallucinogenic drugs.

Research on time perception

during the drug experience and among mentally disturbed

populations have dominated the literature (Yaker, Osmond

& Cheeck, 1972).

An entirely different approach is

Piaget's investigation (1927) into children's conception
of time and how it develops.

Piaget's work will be our

concern in this section.
Piaget's work indicates that children move through
stages of conceptualizing time.

These stages are the

development of an abstract concept and the linking of internal time sense with perceived, physical time (movement

through space in terms of velocity).
Initially, children confuse time with movement through
space, ignoring the concept of velocity.

Gradually the

concepts of duration and simultaneity are grasped as
separate from distance traversed.
The concept of age also is initially linked to the

physical property of size.
that older is bigger.

Children begin by assuming

Age is not dissociated from size,
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nor time from space, until sometime after seven or eight

years of age.
The extent conceptualization of time affects time-

use is not known, and would be an important area for
research.

Equally important is that different time con-

cepts exist among adults as well as among children, as

discussed in the section on Anthropology and the study
below.

Perhaps the most detailed and extensive exploration
of the relationship between time perception, time-use and

emotion is the research of Bernard S. Aaronson (1966).

Aaronson had two subjects which he subjected to experiencing
various time distortions.

Both subjects were normal young

men; one experienced the temporal distortions through

hypnosis, the other through "acting" the part.
was an experienced thespian.

The latter

The treatment consisted of

expanding or contracting the past, present, or future
singly and in combination.

Below is a brief catalogue

of the two subjects' reactions:

NO PAST

— hypnotic:

"subject became confused, irritable, and
There seemed to be
given to mild verbal acting out. .
of
differentiation
of
loss
a
and
a loss of inhibition
meaning /p. 4127 ."
actor: sense of rebirth; action oriented.
.

—

.

.

.

NO PRESENT
hypnotic: "He became immobile. Immediately after
the imposition of the condition, there was no response
A catatonic state
to his name, nor to any stimulation.
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followed until he was awakened and responded with great
and fear. He stated that the condition was totally
devoid of emotion, but the memory struck him with horror
/p. 114/."
actor: "The subject became markedly aggressive with
bursts of good naturedness. He felt that one must take
violent action to affirm being, to assert life in a world
that denied it /p. 1157."

—

NO FUTURE
hypnotic: "this produced a euphoric, semi-mystical
state in the subject. Everything seemed to be occurring
in a boundless, immanent present. He seemed totally free
of any anxiety.
/p. 115-1167."
actor: this subject showed initial depression
changing to a stoical, philosophic mood. There was no
anxiety or anticipation of pleasures to come.

—

—

.

.

Aaronson concluded that there were distinct links

between time-perception and behavior.

A possible impli-

cation of his work is that very different behaviors may
stem from ostensibly similar time perceptions.

This could

explain the differences between the two subjects.

Perhaps

the variety of classroom behaviors are in part a response
to time perceptions.

Overall, the research in psychology

seems to indicate that there is a wide variety of indi-

vidual differences in time perception and time use which
is yet to be simply correlated with general psychological

states or traits.

Education
The historical perspective in Chapter One discusses

why the major thrust of educational research on time-use
efficient
and learning has been directed towards maximizing
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time-use in classroom learning.

The results of such re-

search have been contradictory and inconclusive, and have

generally failed to accomplish the original goal of finding that more and more efficient time-use results in

greater and greater learning.

Nevertheless, this major line

of research has resulted in the maintenance of the types of

temporal constraints which characterize the traditional
classroom:

time units, curriculum and measures of achieve-

ment are pre-determined and unalterable and the child must

learn within these given constraints or be evaluated as

having not learned at all.
Outside of this mainstream of research a few researchers
have either altered some of the traditional assumptions and

constraints or chosen to pursue new approaches to the
topic.

These studies have come up with insights and new

directions which avoid many of the dead-ends of mainstream research and also are more applicable to the open

classroom situation.
The Mainstream of Educational Research
on Time-use and Learning

Educational research adopted one of the assumptions

underlying the "Carnegie Unit":

that equal amounts of

time spent in a subject area would result in equal amounts
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of learning for each group of children. 8

the "Total Time Hypothesis."

This was called

It led to a number of studies

(King, 1970) to determine the amount of time necessary to

learn specific skills, facts and concepts.

However, re-

search results were sufficiently contradictory that re-

visions have been made in the original theory, for research
if not for practical purposes.

An example of one such revision is John B. Carroll's

Model for School Learning (1951) which includes ability,
aptitude, quality of instruction, opportunity for learning, and perseverance as possible variables affecting

time-use and learning achievement.

Carroll's results led

to his suggestion that

learning efficiency measures should
.
.
.
be established for children of different intelligence levels for given units of instruction.
Such data would allow teachers to assess required
amounts of learning time much_more accurately
than is possible at present /p. l7.

While Carroll's approach focused heavily on correlating
general categories, such as I.Q. or aptitude, with learning time, it did not allow for individual differences and

individual responses to specific instructional units.

A

child with an I.Q. of 115 may require an average amount
of learning time for all school subjects, except when the
8

See Chapter One, p. 3 for an expanded discussion of
this assumption.
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learning task requires that children work in small
groups.
A particular dislike, or lack of ease, in small
groups may
change the amount of learning time required for certain
tasks under certain conditions.

General categories and

groupings such as I.Q. are not designed to evaluate this
aspect of learning, and therefore correlations using these

tools must take that into account.
In fact, although Carroll's data indicated that I.Q.

correlated highly with learning time, later research
(Gropper & Kress, 1964) indicated that rate of learning
is not predictable by I.Q.

Another example of the revisions of the "Total Time"
approach is Lindvall and Yeager's (1965) re-examination
of "learning rate."

In their study they used the number

of units completed per year, the time used to complete a

given unit, and the amount of content mastered each day
as three measures of learning rate.

Although their

measures reflect an emphasis on production and a linking
of production with learning, the question of what "learn-

ing rate" was indicated a more objective view of the

problem them the original hypothesis of "Total Time."
Lindvall and Yeager concluded tentatively that
learning rate was not a general
and
.
.
characteristic of the learner
learning
the
to
specific
is
learning
rate of
task and is not a general parameter that
applies to all learning factors /p. 127.
.

.

.

.
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In spite of their traditional orientation,
Lindvall and

Yeager found that the contradictory results of their own
and others research must indicate that they were dealing

with an entity which was far more complex than they
assumed at first.

The assumptions of the traditional

classroom still held them in thrall:

they attributed

specific learning times to the differences in the learning tasks, not to differences in the learner's response
to the task.

Of the two, the learner is by far the more

complex and therefore the most likely to be responsible
for variations in the learning times.
The realization that learning rate was far more com-

plex and more difficult to measure than imagined was further confirmed by Lindvall and Wang's study (1969), "An

Exploratory Investigation of the Carroll Learning Model
and the Bloom Strategy for Mastery Learning."

After

making a thorough study of the variety of variables possibly connected with learning time Lindvall and Wang

conclude that
The relative contribution of the different
variables to the variance in the rate of learning is quite inconsistent from one situation to
This lack of consistent pattern for
another.
the predictability of rate of learning would
seem to have implications for both measurement
of the variables involved and for the operation
The lack of sigof the individualized system.
some instances
in
correlation
multiple
nificant
are
variables
predictor
the
of
all
when
even
for
a
need
the
suggest
example,
for
used may,
•
•
147.
rate
of
measure
/p.
reliable
more
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And to date no one has come up with that.

Within the mainstream of educational research on time
use were a group of researchers pursuing the concept of
"pacing."

"Pacing" is concerned with the allotment of

varying amounts of time for the completion of a learning
task and the correlation of performance, frequency and

number of errors, with the length of time allotted.

Con-

trol groups of self-paced students are an important aspect
of "pacing" studies.

"Pacing" researchers, like "Total

Time" researchers, accepted the assumption that time-use
and learning were related, but the former group questioned

whether the fastest, supposedly most efficient, use of
time was in fact that most effective in decreasing errors
and improving performance.

George Gropper' and Gerard Kress' work (1964

a, b,

c,

on "pacing" is an example of this approach to exploring

time-use and learning.

Gropper and Kress studied the

effects of self-paced programmed instruction, externally

paced programmed instruction, and individual differences
in both self-and externally paced learning situations.

The conclusions which they reached which relate directly
to time-use are best stated in their own words:

Increases in tempo produced performance
decrements; under fixed tempo conditions, students varying in ability and work rate were
impaired; and group performance under slow,
fixed tempos was superior to group performance
under self-paced conditions /1964, p. 3/*

d)
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Interactive trends were observed
between
C
r
W ° rk rateS and temp ° vari ations
/l 964 c? p? 07
Many
exhibited characteristic work
h a Ki+
nabits
reflecting a consistency of the pace
they adopted and of the frequency of
errors
committed.
Neither consistent pattern was
predicted by measures of ability /I964 a,
p. 17.
,

The researchers investigating "pacing" and
"Total

Time

ultimately came to similar conclusions:

learning

rate was more complex and difficult to measure than
was

realized, and the patterns that could be found in learn—
ing rate were not predictable by measures of ability or

achievement.

Hence the mainstream of educational research

on time-use and learning came to an impasse, perhaps con-

strained by the very assumptions for which they were trying
to find support.

Educational Research Not of the Common Mold
on Time-use and Learning

Mary E. Mathew (1969) produced a study which was
similar to pacing research with the following exceptions:

varying amounts of information, as well as time, were
used; a single type of learning (recency discrimination)

was tested; and children ranging in age from four to

twelve years were used as subjects.

Recency discrimination

involves the ability to "discriminate the order in which
items from a previously presented sequence of stimuli had
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been presented /p. 27."

Mathew's study evaluated the role

of time, information, and age in affecting performance in

this narrow area of learning.

Mathew's conclusions in-

dicate that recency discrimination improves with age and
that the presentation of less information and/or a wider

separation of items during presentation also improve performance.

These conclusions, if we assume they are generalizable
suggest that age and ability to handle greater amounts of

information are directly related.

Whether experience is

also a factor in improved ability to handle greater amounts
of information in smaller amounts of time is a question

which is important to answer.
a large role,

If experience does play

schools would do well to reconsider decisions

to put children into "slow" classes wherein the opportunity
to develop skills for dealing with information in greater

and greater quantities is unavailable.

Another question of importance which Mathew's work
raises is "does rate vary with different sorts of learning?"

Perhaps some types of learning require that less

information be handled (gathered, processed, and ex-

pressed) and therefore the learning rate is higher in
these areas than in learning areas where a great deal of

information must be processed.

A research study by
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Oscar Jarvis (1962) came to some conclusions
which bear
upon this question.
Jarvis'

study examined the relationship between the

length of class time and the achievement of students
in
the areas of reading, arithmetic, and language.

This is

similar to pacing research, but again there is a twist:

Jarvis used more than one type of content for evaluating
achievement.

Jarvis found that

Maximum class period lengths resulted in
greater pupil achievement in every area tested
for those with intelligence quotients of 115
or more. For the average student, longer class
periods resulted in significantly higher achievement in the areas of arithmetic and language /p. 27.
Students given more time were able to better process the
information that was available to them.

Perhaps the

average student's failure to make higher achievement
scores in reading indicated that there was still insuf-

ficient time to handle the amount of information presented.

Or we might speculate that ability to handle large amounts
of information in verbal form correlates with high I.Q.

scores.

Therefore it is logical that children scoring

low on I.Q. tests would have difficulty handling infor-

mation in verbal forms (hence the low scores in reading
where skills for handling words are most in demand).
Another partial answer to the question of rate

find

type of learning is found in Jack Fraenkel's work (196

r)
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in which students taught by team teaching methods and

traditional methods were compared for achievement in
factual recall and analysis.

Fraenkel's results showed

that factual recall and recognition were not significantly

different between the two groups of students, but that
there were "significantly higher scores on questions re-

quiring thoughtful analysis /p. 487" by the students from
the team teaching class which had used a flexible temporal
structure.

Certainly there are numerous variables in the

team teaching approach besides the temporal structure which
might have been responsible for the improved scores on

questions requiring analysis.

On the other hand, having

the opportunity to use the time available in ways which

more effectively suited the learning needs of the students may have enabled them to develop this particular
skill, whereas the traditional classroom would have con-

strained such opportunities.
Perhaps the most impressive answer to the question
"do different temporal structures result in different

types of learning?" is found in a study by Mary Budde

Rowe entitled "Science, Silence and Sanctions (1969).

Rowe's research documents the effects of altering the
time given a child to answer a question.

A one to two

question
second wait before the teacher rephrases the

monosyllabic
or moves on to another child results in
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answers directed at the teacher, with the
underlying question, "is that what you want?" An extension
of "wait-time"
to five seconds elicits answers from formerly
mute students, raises the number of full sentence
responses, and

leads to speculation and discussion between students with
a general tone of confidence and curiosity.

If the alteration of a single temporal structure, in

this instance "wait— time," can result in such a major

change in students' behavior and thought processes how

far-reaching would more extensive changes be in encouraging
learning?

If a difference of three seconds is as signi-

ficant as Rowe reports, greater flexibility in terms of

hours will probably have an impact on children's approach
to learning.

Rowe points out that there are benefits for

teachers as well as students in changing the temporal
structure to a more flexible type.
Suppose you do learn to control wait-time,
what are the advantages? First, by increasing
the wait-time, you buy for yourself an opporWhen waittunity to hear and to think. . .
times are very short, teachers exhibit little
flexibility in the responses they allow.
Second, wait-time can change your expectations
about what some children can do. Teachers who
have learned to use silence, report that children who do not ordinarily say much start talking
and usually have exciting ideas /p. 127 .
.

The implications of Mathew's and Rowe's work for re-

search on the impact of temporal structure is great.
date, research on open education has been confined to

To
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primarily descriptive studies (Weber, 1969; Plowden,
1967;
Walberg & Thomas, 1971), none of which ignore time— use,
but neither do they deal with it extensively or as a sole

topic for investigation.

Lillian Katz' Open-Informal

Education, Recommendations for Research and Development
(1971) mentions time as one of six dimensions of open

classroom practice, but fails to include it in the list
of suggested areas for research.
Of all the research projects, Judith T. Evans'

Characteristics of Open Education (1971) is the most specific about the temporal structure and its impact.

Evans'

project consisted of an observation scale and teacher questionnaire designed to distinguish between open and traditional classrooms.

Although there are only a few statements

directly about time in the group of fifty that Evans' used,
there are a large number of statements which indirectly
reflect the way in which time is used or controlled.

The

temporal implications are most clear when those statements

correlated with the open classroom are compared to those
correlated with the traditional classroom.
The following statements about time-use were found
to correlate significantly (.01 or better) with open
9

See Appendix B for a compilation of descriptions dealing with the dimension of time in the open classroom.
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classrooms 10

—

The day is divided into large blocks of time
within
which children, with teacher's help, determine
their own
routine.

Many activities go on simultaneously.
Children voluntarily group and regroup themselves.

—

Children voluntarily make use of other areas of the
building and school yard as part of their school time.

—Materials are readily accessible to children.
— The children spontaneously look at and discuss
other's work.

— Children

each

are deeply involved in what they are doing.

The statements below were found to correlate significantly
(.01 or better) with traditional classrooms: 11

—

Teacher plans and schedules the children's activities
through the day.

—

Teacher makes sure children use materials only as instructed.

— Children

are not supposed to move about the room without asking permission.

—

Teacher prefers that children not talk when they are
supposed to be working.

— Teacher's

lessons
class as a whole.

find

assignments are given to the

In the open classroom the flexible blocks of time are to
enable the children to pursue their learning tasks and
1(1

See Table 4 in Appendix D of Evans (1971).

11

See Table 4 in Appendix D of Evans (1971).
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develop skills of self-direction.

There is a need to

learn to make choices about resources, grouping, and timeuse.

In the traditional classroom the time structure is

organized by the teacher and used as a means of controlling
use of space and materials, movement about the room, and

interpersonal interaction.

Evans' research supports the

description of the traditional classroom in Chapter One,
and provides a researched picture of the open classroom

partially in terms of time-use and partially in terms of
other dimensions, many of which are influenced by the
large block temporal structure.

Educational research has provided a number of different approaches to studying time-use and learning.

Some of

the most intensively followed themes have come to deadends; the less known paths have produced results which

demand more extensive research.

Economics
In "A Theory of the Allocation of Time" Gary Becker
(

1965 ) focused upon the use of time for non-working ac-

tivities.

Time which is thus allocated is referred to as

"forgone earnings" because conceivably the time could have

been used for working.

Becker examined the importance of

forgone earnings in a number of areas including education.
He summarizes the relationship between forgone earnings
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and education thus:
.
.
.
the time of students is one of the
inputs into the educational process, that this
time could be used to participate more fully
in the labour market and therefore that one of
the costs of education is the forgone earnings
of students.
Indeed, various estimates clearly
indicate that forgone earning is the dominant
private and an important social cost of both
high-school and college education in the United
States /p. 4937.

The concept of forgone earnings, a particular type of

time-use, provides some useful ways of looking at what goes
on in the classroom.

Forgone earnings are equivalent to

time which is spent on activities which don't produce a

result rewarded by the teacher.

Such activities include

avoidance behaviors (daydreaming, fiddling with objects,

purposeful misunderstandings and mistakes); thinking

behaviors (reflection and meditation which can easily be

mistaken for daydreaming, inattentiveness or sleeping);
socializing behaviors (chatting with neighbors, writing
notes, playing a game); and repetitious behaviors (re-

sharpening pencils, shifting papers, constant erasures).
These behaviors do not win or earn rewards from the teacher (unless their motive is attention), yet they are chosen

frequently by children regardless of intelligence or
scholastic achievement.
There is always the possibility that these behaviors
earn for
are attention-getting techniques, and therefore
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the child (albeit through uncondoned behaviors).

But it

is also possible that these behaviors support the
condoned

learning behaviors.

Becker discusses the importance of

activities which, while immediately causing one to forgo
earning, in the long run result in higher productivity.

Activities such as eating, sleeping, haircuts, and relaxation are necessary if a worker

is. to

ductivity during working time.

Earning time can be max-

have maximum pro-

imized by increasing its length only up to a point, and

then efficiency decreases.

Thinking and socialization

behaviors, even avoidance behaviors, serve to support
and maximize the "working" time.

Learning cannot be

separated from the rest of the child's development:

dividing the day into hours for learning and hours for
socializing is a purely artificial division which must
be forceably imposed upon a child.

In addition, learn-

ing is not merely a process of taking in information and

immediately spewing it out.

Time for reflection or pro-

cessing of the information is crucial in order for a
child to incorporate it with prior knowledge and be able
to use it.

Perhaps much of the avoidance and repetitious

behavior children engage in is a means of gaining more
time to assimilate the information taken in.

Whether these speculations about the role of forgone
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earning in time-use are valid remains to be
seen.

However,

they do provide a focus for research which assumes
that all
of children's choices regarding time-use are
rational,
re-

gardless of whether they immediately earn rewards or not.
This perspective also suggests that children are making

choices about time— use even when a rigid structure is
imposed upon them.

The narrower and more rigid the struc-

ture, the fewer behaviors of time-use are considered con-

structive or productive by adults.

However, the child's

point of view may take into consideration needs and re-

lationships which educational researchers have so far
ignored.
In Conclusion

The review of the research has provided us with a

picture of where educational research has been and where
it might go.

Other disciplines have provided a broader

set of questions to explore in order to better define the

relationship of learning and time-use.

These disciplines

have confirmed the fact that the relationship is a complex
one involving biological, social, psychological, and per-

haps some yet-to-be-discovered factors.
The ideas from research which seem most important to
deal with in a theory of time-use and learning include the

concept of rational choice, the assumption that a person
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uses time in accordance to a particular perception of the

world and his place within it, the fact that individual
differences play a large role in determining time-use
and time perception, and that children and adults do not

experience time in the same way.

All these ideas are

important for developing a theory for exploring the re-

lationship between time-use and learning.

CHAPTER III
A NEW THEORY OF CHILDREN'S TIME-USE

Any theory about children's time-use must start with
some understanding about what children do.

first assumption:

Roland Barth's

"Children are innately curious and dis-

play exploratory behavior quite independent of adult intervention" provides the basis for this understanding.

Barth

assumes that a child's curiosity leads to using time for
the purpose of seeking information through exploratory behavior.

The behaviors of seeking information to satisfy curi-

osity are internally motivated; no adult is necessary to
inspire or direct the child's efforts.
Furthermore, children will not seek information which
is irrelevant or of no value to them.

For the purpose of

this theory, let us add information seeking as a further

definition of exploratory behavior to this assumption:

Children are innately curious and seek information that is
relevant and meaningful to them through exploratory behavior
quite independent of adult intervention.

This assumption is quite different from the assumption
that traditional education makes about children's behavior

with regard to seeking information and using time.

If we

deduce this assumption from the classroom structure we

might state it thus:

Children will not voluntarily use
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their time to seek information and therefore
adult intervention is mandatory if learning is to occur.
The Barthian
and traditional assumptions about what a child
will do or

not do differ on three points:

the basic motivations of

the child, the definition of "information," and the
role of
the adult in children's learning.

Proponents of traditional education assume that the
child is not intrinsically motivated to seek information.
This assumption is in part made true by the definition of

"information" used by traditional schools.

"Information"

is defined as the facts and skills which are transmitted by

the teacher as part of the required and approved curriculum.

By limiting "legitimate" information to that which is dis-

pensed by or through the teacher, the "legitimate" information seeking behaviors are also limited.

Legitimate facts and skills which are transmitted

inappropriately (that is, not through the teacher or teachercontrolled channels) are often considered non-legitimate at
worst, and at best not deserving of any reward.

For example,

finding out the answer from your neighbor is a non-legitimate
means of acquiring information, and therefore it is not

rewarded as productive time-use.

The role of the teacher

is to dispense information and structure the time so that it

is used by children for acquiring legitimate information in

legitimate ways.
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Learning which occurs without conscious teaching is
another form of non-legitimate information.

Examples of

such learning include particular modes of speech (slang,

perhaps), or dress and hair style.

Learning of this sort

can not be avoided, yet it is never recognized as learning
and rewarded because it does come through the teacher.

Proponents of open education assume that a child will

voluntarily seek information.

Again, this assumption is

reinforced by the open education definition of "information".
"Information" consists of schema for understanding reality;

experience from interaction with concrete objects, people
or situations; facts; skills; verification of assumptions

and/or prior information; and processes for acquiring any
or all of the above types of knowledge.

With this broad a

definition of information nearly all behaviors a child engages
in will be information seeking in nature.

The role of the

teacher in this situation is to further the child's own directions and goals by being one resource among many which
the child learns to use.

The teacher structures time to

foster the curiosity which a child already has, to encourage
the directions in which the child is seeking information.

Many more activities, behaviors, experiences are considered
"legitimate" in this context than in the traditional classroom.

Constraints of the Classroom Environment

Children are not always exposed to the same sort of
environment.

Each specific environment exerts a particu-

lar set of constraints on the child's information seeking

processes.

The traditional and the open classrooms are

different sorts of environments which consciously attempt
to influence the child's patterns of seeking information.

We will examine a description of each type of classroom
environment before discussing the constraints each puts

upon children's behavior.

Below are the capsule descrip-

tions developed by Judith Evans (1971) through her research

comparing traditional and open classrooms.
The traditional teachers were much more in
control of the learning environment with regard
to organizing the child's use of time, materials,
space, and the curriculum to be studied.
They
expected children not to talk while working, nor
The
to move about without asking permission.
physical environment was uniformly arranged so
that children could conveniently see the blackboard or the teacher from their desks. The teacher
stressed keeping all children within his sight
so he could make sure they were doing what they
were supposed to do. In general, the children were
supposed to use standardized curriculum materials
and the teacher gave academic achievement top
Testing was used by the teachers for
priority.
grouping children and for grading them in comparison with their peers.

The open classroom teacher, by contrast,
allowed the children more freedom in the use
of time, choice of activities, and ways of
The children worked individually and
working.
in small groups at various activities, which
often involved the use of manipulative materials.
The children used "books" written by their class-
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mates as part of their reading and reference
materials, and often children spontaneously
looked at and discussed each others' work. The
teacher concentrated his time with the children
by providing intensive diagnostic help rather
than giving whole group instruction. Children
were encouraged to use other areas of the building and school yard during school time. The
chi ldren_ seemed deeply involved in what they were
doing, /p. 24-25_7
In the traditional classroom the teacher controls

the materials, the interpersonal relationships, the

movement from place to place, and the content of the curriculum.

Many of the constraints on these areas are based on

the temporal structure of the classroom.

For example,

there is only one topic or subject during each period of
the day, and thus only the materials pertaining to that

subject can be used at that time.

Talking among children

is not permitted when they are supposed to be working, and

since working time constitutes nearly all the school day,

talking is severely controlled by time.

Like talking,

movement from one part of the room to another is allowed
only at certain times (recess, the beginning and end of
school, lunch time) and only with teacher's permission.
The standardized curricula have been designed to be com-

pleted in a set amount of time, and this becomes a constraint
determining how each lesson, each unit, will be presented.
The open classroom's flexible time structure effects

these same areas, shaping them in different ways.

Many
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activities go on simultaneously, with the result that
a
variety of resources are available at any one time.
Talking is encouraged and not limited by time but by the
need
®£ich

person to listen and be listened to.

Movement from

place to place in the room is necessary in order to take
advantage of the variety of resources.

The flexible schedule

provides time for discussing one's own and other's work,
for moving about to examine or collect materials, or just
to stretch tired muscles.

There is a minimum of standard-

ized curricula which must be accomplished by certain times.

How do these areas which are so shaped or controlled
by temporal structure effect information seeking behaviors
of the children?

Let us take for our example the fact that

in the traditional classroom an entire class of thirty children

focuses on the same material at the same time.

First, all
(

the necessary materials must be distributed to each child.

The routines which result are lengthy, consuming time which

might have been used for active participation in a learning
experience..

Instead thirty children spend a large amount

of time waiting before the learning can begin to take place.

Second, once the activity is under way, there is still a

great deal of waiting:

children wait to be called upon to

answer a question, to take a turn at the microscope, to

participate in some active way in the learning process.
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Extensive queuing takes place because the scheduling
procedures of the traditional classroom militate

against the

amount of time a child can spend seeking information
in

accepted ways.
In addition, even if and when a child finishes an

assignment or activity, he is not permitted to continue.

He must stop and wait until math period ends before opening his reading book.

Just as a child can not move on to

another subject until the "right" time, he can not choose

other means of seeking information.

While waiting, children

can neither talk, move about, or use materials other than

those supplied for the current activity or in ways other
than defined by the teacher.
The combined facts of the lock-step schedule, the

requirement that all children engage in the same activity
at the same time, and the need to provide all children

with individual sets of materials result in a situation in

which information seeking is highly controlled and constrained.

The fact that all children must wait their turn

through routines and experiences limits the amount of time

available for each child to do anything.

The fact that there

must be thirty of every item constrains the variety of

materials available and insures that participatory learning
will be limited.
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How are the information seeking behaviors of children
shaped in the open classroom?

First

,

because many activities

go on simultaneously the teacher can not supervise the dis-

tributions of all resources

5

and thus children are given the

responsibility for carrying out many classroom routines.

As

a result, because there are small groups using materials,

it takes less time to distribute and collect them.

Second,

because activities take place in small groups, children
spend less time waiting and more time doing.

Because there

is no time limit on any particular subject matter, children

can explore, observe, experiment and learn from the resources

for as long as they need to without constraining anyone else's

learning experience.
Third, the fact that there is no need to have thirty

units of every material allows for greater variety in the
types of resources available.

Money can be spent on a num-

ber of unusual items without depriving students of basic
materials.

In addition, the willingness of open classroom

teachers to use non-standardized materials for learning
experiences, such as books written by the children, pro-

vides for a greater range of resources..
The open classroom minimizes waiting, minimizes

hurrying through an assignment or activity because one

s

really
turn is up, minimizes having to stop before one is

for
finished, and maximizes the amount of time available
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doing, experiencing, reflecting, communicating, and
veri-

fying information.

Information seeking behavior is encouraged

by the variety of materials and resources available, the
constant availability of those resources, the opportunity to

explore in one's own time without being hurried or having to
wait
The teacher's use of time in the open classroom is given

more to individual attention, diagnosis, and small group
instruction; all of these being activities which help foster

children's information seeking behavior.

By contrast the

teacher in the traditional classroom is caught in the routines
and control methods which constrain the children's informa-

tion seeking behavior.

Perhaps the most significant difference between the two

classroom styles and their impact on information seeking
is the amount of time children spend waiting in each case.

Philip Jackson (1968) points out that the majority of time
a child spends in school is spent in non-learning, in wait-

Open classrooms have minimized

ing for something to happen.

queuing and enabled a small amount of each resource to serve

an entire class.

Not only

is

there a smaller number of

each resource, but the resources that exist are used more

frequently than in the traditional classroom.

For example,

not all children need a pair of scissors at the same time,
and five scissors can be sufficient for thirty children
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in an open classroom.

Those five scissors may be in use

constantly, as compared to the thirty scissors of the tra-

ditional classroom which are used once a day.

The variety

of materials stimulate information seeking and ensure that

children are never found at a loss for something to do.
There is a large enough variety of resources that children have a constant choice of what they wish to do and

how they seek information.

The information seeking be-

havior of children is shaped significantly by the environment in which the child exists.

Temporal organization of

the classroom can provide children with many resources from

which to seek information, or it can minimize the resources
and their availability.

The Role of Resources, Prior Information, and

Perception of Self in a Child's Use of Time
Besides environment, there are three other critical
factors which influence a child's use of time for infor-

mation seeking.

One is the perceived availability of

resources, the second is prior information possessed by
the child, and the third is the child's perception of

himself or herself.

All three of these factors are

aspects of the child's perspective on his situation.
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Resources

Resources in the classroom include the teacher, interns, peers, and other adults or children who are
present;

resources cover materials of all kinds and animals and
plants.

However, the presence of resources is not as impor-

tant as their perceived availabiJ ity

.

It is not the exis-

tence of the resource which will determine whether or not
the child will use it, but the child's perception of the

resource's availability.

For example, a teacher may be

engaged with a small group of children and yet be willing to
be interrupted by non-group members for questions.

If a

child accurately perceives that a teacher is available the

child may well approach the teacher and use him or her as a

resource for obtaining or verifying information.

On the

other hand, if a child inaccurately perceives that a teacher
is not available he or she will not use the teacher as a

resource.

Accuracy in perception of availability of resources
is controlled by many factors.

Non-verbal cues from adults

may make powerful statements about availability of themselves and materials around the room statement which contradict previous verbal statements.

A child's level of confi-

dence in him or herself may lead to seeking out or avoiding

particular resources.

Above all, and for whatever reason,
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a child s perception of the situation determines
the child's

behavior.

Prior Information
information possessed by the child can be divided into four groups:

knowledge of the existence of re-

sources, knowledge of the possible uses of resources, experience with resources, and knowledge of how to gather information.

Let us use some examples to clarify the four types of

prior information.

A child who knows that a resource such

as a hammer exists will behave differently than a child who

does not.

The type of information each will seek will not

be the same.

The former will look for a hammer if he or

she needs one, whereas the latter may seek to invent one.
A knowledge of the possible uses of a hammer for both pound-

ing nails in and removing them will also lead to very different behaviors than those exhibited by children who merely

know a hammer exists.

However, the child who has had experi-

ence using a hammer will not use time for experimenting
as will the child who has only theoretical knowledge of a

hammer's uses.
While this may all seem very simple when dealing with
hammers, the more complex the resource the greater

difference in time— use between each child.

the

If the teachei
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is the resource, knowledge of the teacher's existence as
a resource is necessary in order for a child to explore the

possible uses a teacher might have.

Prior information to the

effect that teachers can and will answer questions will lead
to one sort of time-use behavior.

Prior information from

experience that a particular teacher answers questions poorly
will lead to different time-use behaviors

— i.e.

using other

resources or even pursuing information which does not require

teachers as resources.
A child who has knowledge of how to gather information

has a significant advantage and will use time accordingly.
This child will progress through each of the stages of infor-

mation gathering much more rapidly and efficiently than a
child who does not know strategies for gathering information.

For example, people have to learn how to use the encyclopedia
before they can efficiently gather knowledge with it.
we have two children

— one

If

who knows how to use an encyclopedia

and one who doesn't— each will spend their time very differently.

The first has a plan or strategy for obtaining infor-

mation; the second must either learn how to use the resource

through trial and error or ask advice from someone who knows

how to use it.

Certainly each child's use of time will be

(j^ffgFent as will be the information that they are seeking.

Information which helps one to gather information is a critiit influences
cal resource, and like all prior information
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a child's time-use and information seeking
behaviors.

The Child's Perception of Self

We can divide this self perception into two categories:

the perception of the self as able to act success-

fully in the present, and the perception of self successfully
to affect the future.

These perceptions are interrelated to

the extent that a belief in one's inability to act effectively
in the present (usually) excludes the possibility of affecting

the future positively.

extends itself.

The powerlessness of the present

One may, however, perceive one is

powerful enough to be successful in the present, but that
present success does not lead to future success.

For example, a child who believes that an hour's study
of twenty spelling words will result in an "A" on the test

will be likely to spend time studying.

This child perceives

that the self is powerful enough to be successful in the

present and positively affect the future.

A child who be-

lieves that an hour's study will result in the same grade
as if no time was spent studying perceives that present

actions will be unsuccessful and will in turn cause failure
in the future.

It will also have an effect on the child's

time-use, as it is not likely that this child will spend time

studying for the spelling test.

However the child who per-
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ceives that the assured success on the spelling
test will
not positively effect the semester grade will also
tend to

avoid using time to study spelling.

Schools urge children to study hard, regardless of their

success or lack of it.
do well.

Presumably, if one studies, one will

Children, on the other hand, perceive that this

in fact does not always happen; or for a variety of reasons,

real and imaginary, they believe that it does not.

A child

who believes he will fail, despite strong effort, ultimately

finds more pride in failing without trying.
leaves the possibility that

been success.

— had

he tried

That always

— there

could have

To try and fail consistently leaves one with

little sense of power, of self respect.

It is a complete

failure, an inadequacy which has no excuse or remedy.
Let us compare four children in light of our discussion
on the role of self in shaping time-use.

Mary, Mike, Martha

and Marty are all asked as part of a larger class to take a

pre-test of spelling words before studying the list for the
final test.

Many believes that she can act successfully in

the present (do well on the pre-test) and that by studying
she will get one hundred per cent correct on the final test.

She immediately gets out her paper and pencil and watches
the teacher expectantly.

Mike believes that he is less than

totally successful in his ability to act in the present (he

usually gets two— thirds of the words wrong on the pre-tests).
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But he does believe that with study he will improve
and

receive a score of ninety or one hundred per cent on the
final.

He is more interested in continuing to read his book

and says,

"Do we have to take a pre-test?"

He moves slowly

and takes a great deal of time getting out his paper and

pencil

Martha believes that she will be less than totally
successful in the present situation (she also gets approxi-

mately two-thirds wrong on the pre-tests); and she also
believes that she will get a similar score on the final in
spite of lengthy study.

Martha alternates between annoying

the child in front of her and sitting apathetically and

staring across the classroom.

Marty believes that he will

be successful in his present actions (he expects to get a

score of ninety or one hundred per cent correct); and he

believes that he will also be successful in affecting his
future positively for he believes that a few minutes study
will guarantee him a perfect score on the final test.

Marty

gets out a paper and pencil in between talking with a neigh-

bor and reading a book.

Each child has certain perceptions about himself or

herself as well as perceptions of resources and prior information.

All of these factors combine to shape the different

uses of time which each child makes.

Although from the
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teacher's point of view some children are using time "better"
than others, we hypothesize that from the individual child's

point of view, time is being maximized within the constraints
of environment, resource and self perception, and prior

information.

Mike, Martha, and Marty all perceive the pre-

test as being less than a maximization of their time and

resources.

In spite of the environment that constrains

them, they are all seeking information of some sort through

their time-use.

We do not assume that all information is

equally useful and that their efforts will result in equally

valuable sets of information.

The fact that the information

gained may not be equally useful does not alter the assump-

tion that they are each maximizing their time from their own
point of view.
Up to this point we have examined a number of factors

affecting a child's time-use and information seeking behaviors.

Certain theories or assumptions have emerged through

this examination.

In the section below we will examine

some specific assumptions about how children use their time
and delineate the behaviors we can expect to observe if

these assumptions are true.

Assumptions and Expected Behaviors
Of all the factors affecting information seeking beuse of
havior, f ew are as directly observable as the child's
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time.

The child's perceptions of available
resources, of

him or herself, of the constraints of the
environment, and
of prior information are all hidden from direct

observation.

Because time— use is observable, time— use behaviors are
the
data which will help support or reject assumptions we make
about information seeking behavior of children.

Below are a list of assumptions about children's be-

havior in terms of time-use and information seeking.

With

each assumption is a description of expected observable be-

havior which would support the assumption.

The assumptions

are grouped into categories; assumptions within a single

category are not necessarily opposites nor are they necessarily mutually exclusive.
The assumptions below fall into two categories.

There

are those which the investigator believes to be true (the
"a" assumption of each group), and those which are included

to demonstrate other possible assumptions and the behaviors

we might expect to see if they were true.

Following the

listing will be a discussion of the assumptions and expected
behaviors.
BEHAVIORS

ASSUMPTIONS
1.

Time-Use
“ his
a. A child maximizes
own
his
from
or her time
point of view.

i

The child will use time in
discernible patterns that
are unique to the child.

l^For a definition of "maximization" see p. 68.
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2.

3.

ASSUMPTIONS con't.
Information Seeking
a.

As a child learns he w 1
seek new information. ii

b.

A child will not
voluntarily seek new
information.

Learning Rates
a. A child learns at an individual rate and therefore
se^ks information at an
individual rate also.
b. Children learn at the same
rate, so there is no in-

dividual rate for seeking
information.
4.

'

t

A child's pattern of
time-use and resource
use will change over
time as learning occurs.

Different children using
the same resource may
allocate different
amounts of time to it.
Equal outputs from two
children would represent
equal amounts of time
spent by the children on
the same resources.

Resource Utilization

Children working in small
groups or individually
will utilize more resources more often than
a class working as a
large group.

a.

b, Children working as a
class will choose to
learn as a group and
.

utilize one resource
at a time.
5.

BEHAVIORS con

Constraints
a. An environment with
flexible use of time
will constrain the child's
use of time less and encourage information seeking behavior.

Children will choose different resources resulting
in as many resources as
are available being used
frequently. Children will
rarely be uninvolved with
resources.
Children will queue voluntarily to utilize the
single resource even
when there are other
available resources
in the area.
Children will use many
resources, and spend as
much time as they need
with a resource.

12 a This is a short restatement of our earlier revision
of Barth's first assumption.
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ASSUMPTIONS

con't.

BEHAVIORS

con t
'

b.

A child will not maximize his or her time.

The child will use time in
ways which do not form discernible patterns.

c.

An environment with set
times for each activity
will constrain time-use
and information seeking
behavior in such a way
to discourage information seeking behavior.

Children will use few resources and will be required
to stop before they have
satisfied their curiosity
or purpose, i.e. in the middle of activities.

Children will spend more
time waiting to use resources
than they will use them than
they would in a flexibly
scheduled setting.
d.

An environment with set
times for each activity
will inspire children to
seek more information
and use their time for
this purpose.

Children will acquire more
information working within
set time limits for each
activity than within an
environment which provides
for choice in terms of resources and time-use.

In the first assumption the child is assumed to maxi-

mize his or her time-use.

Maximization is defined as the

best use of time from the child's point of view, based on

perceived availability of resources, prior knowledge, environmental constraints, and perception of self.

Because we

assume that a child's world view is basically stable and
unique, we expect that behaviors of the child will form some

discernible and individual pattern.

As long as the child's

behavior consistently reflects the child's perceptions of
himself and his environment, the patterns of behavior will
remain constant.

The most likely change in pattern is fore-

cast by assumption 2a:

As a child learns he will seek new
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information.

m

The use of new resources or old resources

new ways would lead naturally to changes in patterns

of time-use.

Possibly, however, a child does not maximize his or

her use of time.

If this were so the child would not use

his priorities to determine his time-use, but would make

random choices or choices in response to external pressures.
It is possible that patterns of time-use might emerge, but

these would show up as consistent patterns in all children's

time-use who are exposed to these external demands.

These

group patterns resulting from external forces may be difficult to distinguish from group patterns resulting from simi-

lar information seeking goals of a particular age group.

This difference will have to be explored in further studies.
The first assumption under the head "Information Seeking"
is basically a shorter restatement of Barth's first assumption

regarding curiosity and exploratory behavior.

Information

seeking may at times be a repetitive process because infor-

mation is not always immediately found (trial and error),
and once found it needs verification through repetition.

However, once learning has occurred, new information will
be necessary, and therefore new patterns of time-use will
emerge.

The alternative assumption is that children will

not voluntarily seek new information, in which case they

would continue to focus on a particular set of activities
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until external interventions redirected their
time-use.
If this assumption were true, we would expect
to see children exhibit an unchanging range of behaviors
until direct

intervention occurred.

A child would seek the same resour-

ces and use them in the same ways each day.

consistency

— would

Rigidity

— not

be the type of time-use in this case.

Data indicating that children are spontaneously choosing to
engage in new activities or old activities in new ways

would contradict this second assumption.
Some questions which help focus on the assumptions

about information seeking are:
1.

Do the resources a child uses change over time?

2.

For resources used over a long period of time,

are there consistent patterns of time-use or are there

changes?
The first assumption under the heading "Learning

Rates" proposes that if learning rates are different among
children, then rates of seeking information are also an

individual difference.

Learning rates are in part a func-

tion of learning style; some learning styles require more
time to reflect, others require more time to manipulate and

observe objects and materials.

The time-use for each par-

ticular style affects the individuals rate of learning.

The

various ways that time is allocated by each child indicates
the different information which is sought.

A child who
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allocates large amounts of time to handling
materials is
seeking a concrete set of informational
’'bits" based on
experience- The child who allocates time to
reflection is
seeking information through the application
of intellectual
skills to the situation under consideration.
Seeking different kinds of information may be the way to the
same learning
goal; however, the time-use is different.

Perhaps learning rates vary because rates of seeking

information are individual.

This presumes that information

seeking is a controlling factor in learning rate.

From the

research review there is evidence supporting this possibility,
and it is a possibility which deserves consideration.
The other possible assumption is that children learn
at the same rate and seek information at the same rate.

If

this were so, we could expect to see children using time
in very similar ways.

The same amount of time would be

allocated to each resource by each child.

Earlier discussion in this chapter reviewed the background of assumptions about resource utilization.

Children

might choose to work as a single large group without having
this structure imposed by a teacher, and in this case, in
an open classroom we could expect to see the queuing behavior

that is so prevalent in a traditional classroom.

Queuing

is the key which tells us whether resources are being used
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frequently or infrequently by children.

In addition, the

number of resources each child uses will indicate
how varied
the allocation of time has been individually
and as
a group.

We could expect that with queuing behavior each child
would
use a lower number of resources each day or week than if

there

were no queuing behavior, and there would be no difference
among children in the number of resources used.

Changes in

resource use would be identical among all children if large
group learning was the predominant mode, and changes would

differ from child to child if children were learning in small
groups or individually.

Possibly queuing is in response to a shortage of materials, rather than in response to the children's desire to learn
as a single group.

If the former is true, we can expect to

see children using the same resources in a variety of differ-

ent ways.

If a decision to learn as a group is the reason

for queuing, then resources will be used in the same way by
each child in turn.
The assumptions about the constraints of the environ-

ment are a capsulation of the discussion of this topic earlier in the chapter.

Constraints can be said to be negative

in their effect on information seeking behavior if they mini-

mize the use of resources either by curtailing information
seeking before the child has had sufficient time to utilize
the resource or by minimizing the number of resources and
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their availability and modes of use.

This situation is

described in the expected behavior of assumption 5b:

chil-

dren will use few resources in limited ways and for less
time than they need for information seeking purposes.

It

is possible that, while these constraints are somewhat nega-

tive in their effect on the information seeking behavior of

children, that they are in fact necessary to initiate and

perpetuate it.

If this is the case, as is assumed by 5c,

the expectations for behaviors in open classrooms (those

which lack the constraints) would be as follows:

Children

will not utilize resources even if they are available, or

they will utilize them in an unchanging manner indicative
of non-information seeking behavior.

While constraints of

an environment may have negative effects, we can not assume

that they are total and absolute.

It is possible to assume

they have some redeeming values.

Assumption 5a postulates the best of both worlds.

Children voluntarily utilize resources for seeking information, and the environmental factors which might curtail
that seeking are not necessary for motivational purposes.
If this is the case, in an open classroom we can expect to
see children using resources in a variety of ways for vary-

ing lengths of time which are determined by the child's

informational needs, not by external temporal structures.
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Below is a set of questions about children's timeuse behavior which will help us to focus on the expected

behaviors of the assumptions discussed above.
!•

Does a child use time in discernible patterns?
a. Is there a pattern to the types of resources
a child chooses to spend time using?
b. Is there a pattern in a child's uses of each
resource in terms of time?

2.

Do the patterns change over time or do they remain
stable?
a. Is there a change over time in the types of
resources used by a child?
b. Is there a change over time in the way a child
uses a particular resource?

3.

Do different children allocate the same or different
amounts of time to the same resource?
a. Is each child using the resource for the same
learning goal or for seeking the same information?
b. Is the time allocated to the same resource used
in the same way (i.e. Do both children use 20% of
the allocated time for observing and 80% for manipulation or are there individual differences within
the large block each has allocated to a particular

resource)
4.

What is the ratio of time spent waiting to time
spent actively seeking information?
a. Do children choose the same or different resources
to work with?
b. If they choose the same one, do they use it in
the same way?
c. Do some children make use of more resources than
_ others?
d. Are there more resources available than are in
use?

5.

Do the temporal constraints of the environment
encourage or discourage information seeking?
a. When many resources are available, do children
voluntarily utilize them?
b. Do they choose to work as a single large group,
or in small groups and singly?
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Do the temporal constraints cause children to
have to stop their activities before they are
completed (i.e. have found the information they
are seeking)?
d. Do children spend as much time with a resource
as they wish?
e. Who determines how much time is used with any
resource and how that time is used?
f. Are children involved in seeking information
more often than not?

c.

These questions will be the foci for the investigator's
observations.

The design and development of the obser-

vation instrument will be directed towards answering these
questions on a case study level and providing a basis and

direction for future research.
Summary of the New Theory of Children's Time-Use
The new theory of children's time-use begins with the

assumption that children are innately curious and exhibit

exploratory behavior for the purpose of seeking information
independent of adult intervention.

Children maximize their

use of time, be it for information seeking or other needs,
in terms of their perception of the availability of resources, prior information and perception of self as powerful to

effect the present and the future.

The theory predicts that

information seeking behavior, as revealed through time-use,
Is individual in both style and rate.

Therefore individual-

ized patterns of time-use are expected behavior.
The theory postulates the following:
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1.

Not all information is equal in value (usefulness).

2.

A child's maximization of time-use is not necessarily
reasonable or meaningful from an adult point of view
or from another child's point of view. Time spent in
apparently non-productive activity is valuable to the
child in the same wav that forgone earnings are valuable to the worker.

3.

A child's time-use represents rational choice given
the environmental constraints, prior information,
and self-perceptions of that child.

4.

Time-use is a reflection of information seeking;
it does not reflect either information gained or
learning. However it is a factor in each of the
latter processes.

This theory provides the basis for the observational
case study of four children in an open classroom setting.

13

Chapter 2.
See discussion under "Economics" in

CHAPTER IV

DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN OF AN OBSERVATION
INSTRUMENT
FOCUSED ON CHILDREN'S USE OF TIME
The Definition of Behavior Categories
The first step in exploring the proposed theory of

time-use and information seeking is to operationalize the

variables and use those definitions as a focus for observing
children in classroom situations.

The process of operation—

a li z i n S variables (in this case information seeking behavior

and time-use) reminds one of how organic a process human be-

havior is.

For purposes of analysis we divide, define, and

categorize behavior as if it were a set of uniform beads

rolling sequentially off the string of time.

Unfortunately

for researchers, behavior is not so easily categorized, and

time-use is not as sequential as a strand of beads.
There are two general ways to approach the problem of

category definition.

One way is to use very broad defini-

tions, such as "verbal" and "non-verbal" behavior.

This

sort of category insures that no behaviors are left without
a group, but it also means that there is a loss of fine

distinctions among behaviors.

This need not be a problem

if the research questions do not require that fine a level

of differentiation.
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The other way to approach categories is to make them

very narrow, using many sub-categories (such as under "verbal behavior" separating "criticism" from "justification"

from "lecturing" from "questioning" from "responding").
The use of narrow categories requires that a behavior be

put into either one or another category slot, although in
fact it may fit in both.

Narrow categories also tend to

narrow one's overall focus; it is difficult to focus on
seven kinds of verbal behavior as well as four kinds of

non-verbal ones.

The investigator found that a combina-

tion of a narrow and a broad set of categories was the best

solution for this exploratory type of study.

The time-unit

which was associated with a category also contributed to
the narrowness or broadness of its definition.

The narrow set of categories focuses upon what the

child does.

There are three types of sub-categories:

"in-put of information", "out-put of information", and

"neutral or undetermined uses of information".

The vari-

ous categories and their definitions are listed below.

IN-PUT OF INFORMATION: all behaviors in which the child
is seeking information directly

— Listening:

Listening behavior is defined as listening
only; talking and listening are considered dialogue
and defined as talking. Listening behavior must be
distinguished by behavioral clues to separate it from
other passive behaviors such as stationary self.
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Listening occurs when a child is directly addressed,
and when the child is over-hearing a conversation
not directed towards the child.

— Observing:

The behavior is defined as intensive gazing at or inspection of objects, people, or self. It
also includes scanning an area such as a room or a
picture. Glances, looks, etc. which take place in the
context of conversations, or briefly (less than ten
seconds) glancing up from work are not considered observing.
The observer must judge whether the child is looking for the purpose of taking in information or whether
the looking is of a casual, absent-minded nature in line
with stationary self.

— Reading:

This includes behaviors in which the child
is responding to written material by observing it in
order to decode symbols and gain information. It includes reading both silently and aloud.

—Manipulating:

This category is listed under both in-put
and out -put because of its unique nature. Observers
can not tell for what purpose manipulation is being
used by a child. Manipulating has three sub-categorIn each case the focus
ies: objects, people and self.
of the manipulation is being treated as a "thing" to be
touched, held or in some way handled. Manipulation
includes hair twisting, fingernail biting, sock twisting, putting on and off clothes, carrying objects from
place to place, and fiddling with objects.

OUT-PUT OF INFORMATION: all behaviors in which the child
is seeking information through expressive use of previously gathered information.

—Filling

This includes all behavior involved
paper:
Usually
in making two dimensional marks or symbols.
this takes place on paper, but it occasionally occurs
on cardboard, skin, walls and other materials or objects. Painting, drawing, doodling, and writing are
included in this category.

—Manipulating:
— Non-locomotor

as defined above

This includes all behaviors in
motion:
which the child puts all or part of his body in motion,
but not for the purpose of moving from place to place.
Locomotor motion and non-locomotor motion may occur
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simultaneously however, For example, John is walking
across the room pretending he is playing a guitar.
The walking is locomotion; the guitar fantasy and body
undulations accompanying it are non-locomotor motion.

— Talking:

This category includes dialogue, talking to
one's self, singing, nonsense sounds, and humming.
It often includes elements of listening, observing,
non-locomotor motion; but usually these other behaviors
are very short (less than ten seconds) or they are incidental to the child's focus.

NEUTRAL BEHAVIORS: all behaviors in which the child is
either not seeking information, or is dealing with
information internally.

— Locomotor

motion:
This includes walking, crawling,
hopping, running, skipping, and any other means of
moving from place to place. If the movement is pertinent to the activity the child is engaged in (for
example, Bill is constructing a block building and must
get the blocks in one spot and place them somewheres
else) then locomotion is designated as "pertinent" as
it is coded.

— Stationary

This category covers behavior which
Self:
The child activiis not covered elsewhere on the list.
ty is passive, unengaged with anyone or anything. The
child may be asleep, thinking intensively, or daydreamThis covers activities which typically are reing.
ferred to as "doing nothing". We would like to avoid
this judgemental labeling and unproven assumption by
using the term stationary self.

The behaviors listed above were coded in two ways in

terms of time-use.

Behaviors lasting ten to forty seconds

were coded as "minors"

;

behaviors lasting forty to sixty

seconds were coded as "majors".

Behaviors lasting less

than ten seconds were ignored, unless they occurred enough

times within a single minute to warrant recording.

Behav-

recorded for
iors which lasted more than sixty seconds were
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each of the minutes they occurred.

Coding was done at

the end of each minute.
The broad set of categories focused upon the resources

from which the child was seeking information.

Resource

foci were broken down into three sub-categories:

people, and no resource focus.

objects,

Their definitions appear

below.

OBJECTS

— Directive

Objects are those which controlled or directed the child's use of the object. Books, games,
workbooks, and puzzles are all examples of directive
objects.
Non-directive Objects are those which permitted the
child to use the materials in a number of ways invented,
created, or chosen by the child. Clay, blocks and
paints are examples of non-directive objects.
Directive/Non-directive Objects include materials
such as cuisenaire rods or attribute blocks which may
or may not be used as non-directive materials. Children
may follow work cards with their cuisenaire rods or use
them to make houses, designs, letters etc.
Animals

—

—

—

If any of these resource foci are noted it is assumed that
the child is using them alone. If they are being used with
one or more other people the resource foci label under
PEOPLE which is appropriate is noted with that of OBJECT.

PEOPLE

— Alone

indicates that the child is using him or herself for a resource. The child may be thinking or
engaging in non-locomotor motion or manipulation of
self.
One to One indicates that the child is with one other
person, either a child or an adult. No object resource
An example of One to
is indicated unless it is noted.
to a child, or
instructions
giving
teacher
the
One is
conversing.
two children

—
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— Group

indicates that the child is with two or more
other people. Group meetings of the class as a whole
or small groups for discussion fall into this category.

NO RESOURCE FOCUS: This covers situations when the child
is changing resource foci every minute so that no single
focus is maintained.
The time unit used to evaluate resource foci is two or more

minutes.

Breaks in the resource focus were also noted.

An example of the observation sheet is below.
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What the average observer might notice over this
fifteen
minute period is that the child, after working with
one set

of materials, became restless and spent some time
talking

and then settled down with a new activity.

Depending on

the observer's experience or lack of it in open classes,
the frequent talking may have been accepted as part of the

child's activity or perceived to dominate the child's behavior.

The many behaviors that did in fact occur indicate

how such minute to minute observations catch and record
information that is easily missed.
Sample Selection
As a case study of an exploratory nature, the investi-

gation was limited to a very small sample.

Four children,

each of seven years of age, all in the same classroom, were
chosen.

The investigator asked the teacher in this class-

room to choose four children "of extremely different personalities and working styles".

Two boys, Mark and John,

and two girls, Amy and Bobbie, were chosen.

The limited

sample enabled the investigator to observe each child ex -

tensively (two hours) each week for the duration of the
study.

It was believed that extensive observation was

necessary to acquire the amount of data needed to discern
as many patterns of time-use behavior as possible.

No
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information besides sex and age were known about the children by the investigator.

This was to minimize bias in

the observer, so that later comparisons between her per-

ceptions and the teacher's perceptions might have meaning.
The classroom in which the children spent their days
in Mark's Meadow Elementary School, a public school asso-

ciated with the School of Education, University of Massachusetts.

The school is equipped with an observation corri-

dor which allows observation of all classrooms through one-way

mirrors.

This enables observers to record data without dis-

tracting the subjects.

The children are aware that the

mirrors exist, and most have had the opportunity of observing their classrooms through them.

However, none of the

children were told that they were being observed on a regular
basis, and the observer believes they never became aware
of their role in this study.

The teacher in the classroom

was not told of the time of day or week that the observer

would be present.
The classroom is one of the more open classrooms within

Mark's Meadow School.

There are a large variety of manipu-

lative materials and participatory experiences made available for the children.

There are no assigned desks or

spaces; most spaces and things are for common use.

Children

possess individual cubbies, writing books and folders.

The
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teacher works with individuals and small groups,
calling
the entire class together once or twice a day for
an hour
at most.

Most of the activities take place within the

classroom; however, children make frequent trips to the

library or office, bathrooms and other classrooms.

There

was a bathroom attached to the classroom in which some

children spent a great deal of time.

The children in the

classroom ranged from five to seven years in age; there
were twenty-seven in all.

Within this environment, each of the four children
was observed between one and two hours a week for ten weeks

lasting from October through December 1972.

Observation

times occurred in both the morning and the afternoon for
each child.

The length of the observation period ranged

from fifteen minutes to an hour.

Originally it was believed

that random observation periods of fifteen minutes would

enable the investigator to pick up sufficient data for

pattern analysis.

It became clear, however, in the first

week of observation that longer periods were necessary

—par-

ticularly for utilization of the resource foci as a meaningful set of categories.

The observation periods were increased

to a half an hour and then to a full hour.

recognized that for an exploratory study

,

The investigator
it is necessary to

observe more extensively in order to recognize patterns of
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time use for information seeking.

However, once these

patterns have been identified, the investigator
believes
that observation times can be tailored to the
needs of
the observer and shortened considerably.

Secondary Observers

Three secondary observers were trained to use the ob-

servation instrument.

This enabled the investigator to

determine how quickly and well other people could learn to
use the instrument.

It also provided a team of observers

whose data could be compared to check the validity of the
categories and the effects of observer bias.
The first training session of the secondary observers

began with the trainees reading a description of the categories of behavior and the coding method.

Then, as a group,

the secondary observers and the investigator spent approxi-

mately half an hour watching one child.

During this obser-

vation period the investigator gave a running commentary
on how to categorize the behaviors that a child exhibited.

Following this monologue, the group continued to observe
the same child, this time coding the behavior on individual

observation sheets.

At the end of fifteen minutes the

sheets were compared and discussed.

training session.

This ended the first
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For the next two and one half weeks the secondary
observers came singly, at different times, to observe with
the investigator.

During this time the secondary observers

expressed concern over the difficulty of using a stop watch
and the need for constant and detailed observations, a skill

for which they had no prior training.

As a group, the

secondary observers recorded less data than the investigator and frequently lost or gained a minute, due to inaccurate

estimations of time and misuse of the stop watch.
At the end of two weeks the investigator evaluated

the progress of the secondary observers by comparing simul-

taneous observation data.

The analysis indicated that the

secondary observers were failing to keep up a constant notation of observations; that is, either there were few codings
for each minute (fewer than the investigator's) or one min-

ute would have a number of notations and the next would
have none.
The investigator questioned whether these problems

were due to an initially short training experience, to a
too short length of time each week for practicing the new
skill, or to the difficulty of the instrument itself.

It

was decided that a second training session of a more intense

nature would help to resolve this question.

At best a

second training session would improve the observation skills
at worst they would remain at their present level.
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The second training session occurred in the third

week of the observation schedule.
on an individual basis.

This training was done

For the first half hour the in-

vestigator and secondary observer would observe a child and
after each minute discuss their evaluation and intended
coding of the child's behavior.

The second half hour the

two observers continued to watch the child and silently and

individually mark their observation sheets.

At the end of

this period the sheets were compared, and because of vast
improvement (90% to 100% agreement) for all three secondary
observers, no further training sessions were held.

Spot

checks by the investigator on the similarity of coding and

verbal exchanges with the secondary observers, indicated
that there was an improvement in observation skill and a

growth of confidence and capability on the part of the

secondary observers.

CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
The case study approach in research generates
a great

deal of information about a few subjects.

The types of

analysis which information of this nature will support
is somewhat different than those types supported by larger

sample populations.

In particular, measures of central

tendency among subjects (means, modes, medians, standard
deviations) are easily distorted and skewed in small groups.

One child's score carries a great deal of weight in such
a group, and there is no way of determining whether that

score reflects a large or small portion of the total population.

To make generalizations from a small group sample

carries the risk of having extreme scores interpreted as
the average.

Thus, in the following analysis, the results

are in fact only generalizable to the sample population,

not to all children of seven years old.

The results,

however, can provide directions for future research and
initial bench marks for evaluating the results of that
research.

To provide such focus and direction is the

purpose of this exploratory case study.
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Variable s

,

Analytical Tools and Patterns

The variables which were used in analysis
consisted
of the behavior categories and resource foci defined
in

Chapter Four.

In addition there was a computation of the

total number of "minors" (categories lasting ten to forty

seconds) each minute.

The majority of the analysis was

done by computer, using the programs of the Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS).
The primary analytical tools used were frequency

counts and crosstabulations.

From this initial set of

figures, patterns for individual children and for the
group or part of the group were identified.

The types of patterns that emerged fell into three

categories.

First, there were situations in which all

four children showed a strong similarity in their timeuse behavior (group pattern).

These were identified as

patterns pertaining to the group as a whole.

Often these

occurred on the most general level of analysis, and the
similarities became less evident as more detailed analysis
was applied.

Whether this effect was due to the sample

size (a larger sample perhaps would have provided a cen-

tral tendency or patterns within a general pattern) or to

individual differences can only be determined with research
on larger numbers of subjects.

Second, there were
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situations in which two or three of the children
showed
similar patterns (mixed group and individual
pattern
sets).

Again, large samples are necessary to define fur-

ther the nature of group and individual patterns,
and to

determine if the individual patterns of this study are
in fact variations of the group pattern, or if there are

sets of patterns rather than a single group pattern or

many individual patterns.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows.

First there are three sections discussing data analysis;
each section deals with a different time-unit:

ten to

forty seconds, or "Minors"; forty to sixty seconds, or
"Majors"; and two or more minutes, or "Resource Foci."

The fourth section examines the teacher's perceptions of

each of the four children in terms of time-use.

The fifth

section compares the data of the secondary observers to
that of the investigator; and the sixth section summarizes
the most significant findings of the preceding sections.

Analysis of Time-Use Behaviors
Lasting Ten to Forty Seconds
The time unit of ten to forty seconds was the smallest

time unit used in this study.

Behaviors lasting less than

ten seconds were not recorded for two reasons.

One, they
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were the most difficult to observe and evaluate or categorize; and two, to record them would have meant aban-

doning the other two time unit foci and using an extremely

narrow range of time.
"Minors," as behaviors lasting ten to forty seconds

will be called, were analyzed in four ways.

First, the

percentage of the total time (ten weeks) during which one,
two, three, four, five or no minors occurred was computed

for each child (See Table 1).

Second, the percentage of

total time (ten weeks) that each behavior category was

coded as a minor was computed for each child (See Table
and Figure 1).

2

Third, the four most frequent behavior

categories for each child were compared among all children (Figure 2).

And fourth, the four most frequent be-

havior categories for each child were broken down by
week into percentages (See Figures 3 through 6).

Insert Table

1

here

The predominant pattern for all four children is that
all had the highest percentage of time in two minors per

minute.

That is, between thirty and thirty— seven percent

two
of the time these children were engaged in at least

types of behavior lasting between ten and forty seconds

during each minute.

This indicates that as a group these
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TABLE

]

PERCENTAGE OF TIME FOR THE NUMBER OF MINORS PER
MINUTE
No. of Minors/Minute

One

Individual
Amy:

Bobbie
John
Mark:
Two

Amy:

Bobbie
John
Mark:

Three

Amy:

Bobbie
John:
Mark:

Four

Amy:

Bobbie
John
Mark:

Five

Amy:

Bobbie
John:
Mark:

Six

Amy:

Bobbie
John
Mark:

Range of Group

22% of time
22%
26%
31%
1!

II

10 pts.

Tt

36% of time
37%
34%
30%
1!

tt

8 pts

It

23% of time
20%
17%
17%
1!

!1

7 pts,

I!

10% of time
6%
5%
5%
t!

!!

6 pts,

If

2% of time
3%
1%
1%
tt

tt

3 pts.

tt

8% of time
11%
15%
15%
II

II

II

8 pts,
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children shifted their information seeking
behavior at
least twice a minute during a third of the
time

they were

observed.

(If there was also a "major" for that

a behavior lasting forty to sixty seconds

— the

minute—

behavior

may have changed as much as three times in a single
minute).

A sample analysis of this behavior can be made as
follows:

John and Mark are the two children with the

greatest amount of time with no minors.

This means that

of the four children they most frequently had minutes in

which they maintained a single behavior for forty or more
seconds.

Both John and Mark seem to limit their behavior

to doing fewer things at one time; this is borne out by

the fact that they had the lowest percentages for two or

more minors and the highest percentages for one or no
minors.

As will be seen later in this chapter in the

discussion on resource foci, John couples this pattern with
a relatively lengthy focus on the resource he's involved

with whereas Mark moves from one resource to another

focusing intently on each for a short period of time.
A teacher might use this information in a number of

ways.

First, the types of activities a teacher might

plan for each child would be influenced by the teacher's

understanding of the individual time-use patterns.

Second,

the relationship between teacher and child might be altered
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to accommodate a child's time-use pattern:

John prefers

not to be interrupted in the middle of an activity
whereas

Mark is quick to shift his attention, so the teacher adjusts the initiating of interaction to these tendencies.

Third

,

evaluation of performance will be within a per-

spective of individual time-use patterns.

Mark's shift-

ing of focus will be interpreted not as a lack of attention
but as a short but intensive mode of working.

Insert Table 2 here

From the comparative distribution of minors by percentage of total time (see Table 2), it is clear that
there are both individual and group patterns.

As in-

dividuals, the range varies from Amy's 45 percentage

points to Mark's 32 percentage points.

As a group, the

most distinctive pattern is the clustering of each child's

behavior categories into groups.
Each child has two categories which are distinctly
set apart as the most frequent (See Figure 1).

Amy's

two cluster at 45%; Bobbie's at 35% and 40%; John's at
41%;

and Mark's at 28% and 32%.

For all four children,

these two top categories are "talking" and "non-locomotor

motion."

Amy and Mark have "non-locomotion" as the most

frequent.
frequent; Bobbie and John have "talking" as the most
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TABLE 2

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL TIME SPENT IN EACH
BEHAVIOR CATEGORY
FOR THE TIME UNIT OF TEN TO FORTY
SECONDS
Child
AMY

Categories of
Time-use Behavior

Percentage
of Total Time

Non-Locomotor Motion
Talking
Manipulation of Objects
Observation
Locomotor Motion
Filling Paper
Reading
Stationary Self
Listening

47%

BOBBIE

Talking
Non-Locomotor Motion
Observing
Manipulation of Objects
Locomotor Motion
Listening
Filling Paper
Stationary Self
Reading

40%
35%
27%
25%
15%
10%
8%
5%
2%

JOHN

Talking
Non-Locomotor Motion
Manipulation of Objects
Observation
Locomotor Motion
Listening
Filling Paper
Reading
Stationary Self

41%
41%
20%
18%
15%
11%
7%
2%
2%

MARK

Non-Locomotor Motion
Talking
Manipulation of Objects
Observation
Locomotor Motion
Filling Paper
Stationary Self
Listening
Reading

31%
30%
23%
20%
15%
13%
9%
6%
5%

46 o/0

23%
21%
18%
16%
6%
5%
4%

(Categories do not total one hundred percent because
activities may be done simultaneously)
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Top Four Minors

BOBBIE

non-locomotor
motion
== talking

MARK

JOHN

= manipulation

objects

observation

of

100

The third and fourth highest categories also cluster

for each child.

Amy's fall around 23%; Bobbie's fall at

27%; John's fall at 20% and 16%; and Mark's are between

20% and 24%.

All four children have "manipulation of

objects" and "observation" as these two behaviors.

These

top four categories form one of the most distinctive

patterns in the study and it is strongly suggested that
they be verified through further research.

With only a few exceptions, the rest of the behavior
categories for all four children fall below 12% of the
total time.

The clustering and the uniformity of most

frequent behaviors among all four children combine to
create a distinct group pattern.

Further research will

determine whether these patterns are the result of the

particular age level of the classroom's or teacher's style,
or of chance (due to a limited number of hours observed).

Having analyzed the time-use patterns in terms of

percentage of total time-use, we will now examine the
results of breaking each behavior pattern's total percentage into weekly percentages.

This procedure will

allow us to look for two things:

1) changes in time-use,

and 2) how accurately total percentages reflect weekly

percentages.

Insert Figures

3-6

here
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Certain time-use behavior categories
for particular
children appear stable enough to provide
a measure against
which other patterns can be identified. For
example,

Figure 3a is of Amy's non-locomotor motion.

It is quite

"stable," moving three times out of ten above or below
the range of 40-50%.

(A "stable" pattern will be defined

as maintaining a ten percentage point range for 70% of

the total time).

Figure 3b is of Bobbie's observation behavior.

As

opposed to Amy's chart, Bobbie's oscillates consistently

within strict limits of ten points (with three exceptions).
The clearest examples of increasing time-use in a

particular area of behavior are shown in Bobbie's nonlocomotion and manipulation of objects (Figures 4a, 4b).

Manipulation of objects increases steadily and in short
spurts through the fifth week, after which it levels off
and becomes "stable."

Non-locomotor motion increases in

large jumps with occasional single-week declines which
are recovered in the next jump.

("Increasing" time-use

patterns are defined as those in which not more than
three out of ten weeks decline and these declines are

recovered in the next week).
Amy's chart of talking (Figure 5) shows a gradual

decline of time-use in this area with some erratic move-

ments in the last three weeks.

Mark's time-use for
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talking (Figure 5) also shows decline— although decline
of a more erratic nature, especially in the first five

weeks.

("Declining" time-use patterns are defined as

those in which not more than three out of ten weeks increase or remain stable, and these increases are lost in
the following week).

Overall, there are apparently three versions of any

particular type of pattern:

1) a "smooth" gradual pro-

gression in a particular direction, 2) an erratic set of

movements which as a whole tend in a particular direction,
and 3) patterns which appear to be oscillating with no

direction at all (see Figure 6).

To what extent the

oscillation is in fact a product of the limited obser-

vation time is not determinable at this point; further
study is necessary to answer this question.

It is possible

that with more extensive observations the data would re-

solve itself into more consistent patterns which either

maintain a static posture or move in a definite direction.
Lack of data may be only one reason for the infrequency of clearly defined patterns and the tendency towards
oscillation.

It is possible that children's behavior does

not form patterns on a weekly basis given the time-unit of

forty to sixty seconds.

After all, this time unit is a

purely artificial category used to code and analyze the
data.

It is possible that children's informational needs
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Figure 3a

Amy's Non-Locomotor Motion
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Figure 3b

Bobbie's Observation
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Time

Week

of

Each

Amount

Total
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Figure 4a

Bobbie's Manipulation
of Objects

week
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Figure 4b

Bobbie's Non-locomotor Motion
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Figure 5a
Amy's Talking
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Figure 5b
Mark's Talking
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Figure

6

Amy’s Manipulation
of Objects

Observed

Time

of

Week

Amount

Each

Total
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change more rapidly than the weekly basis we have
chosen,
and therefore shorter time units for analysis would
re-

veal more continuity in the patterns.

On the other hand,

more sophisticated analysis, using the "least squares"

method of determining the slope of a line, might reveal
progressions which analysis by eye will not perceive.
The amount of data that this study produced was not

sufficient to support the "least squares" method.

Analysis of Time-Use Behaviors

Lasting Forty to Sixty Seconds
The analysis of time-use behaviors lasting forty
to sixty seconds ("Majors") was done in two parts.

First

the amount of time spent in each behavior category was

determined for the total ten weeks (Tables

3,

4,

and 5).

The behavior categories were divided into the in-put,

out-put and neutral informational groups discussed in

Chapter Four.

Second, the amount of time spent each

week in each behavior category was computed, again using
the sub-divisions of in-put, out-put and neutral cate-

gories (Tables

6

and 7).

Insert Table

3

here

"Manipulation of Objects" was the time-use behavior

most frequently chosen in terms of input for all four
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children.

The two children (Bobbie and John) who did the

highest amount of manipulation also did the least reading.
These two also had the highest amount of time spent in a
single category (30% and 24% as compared with 18% and 15%
f oi'

"t

he other two children)

.

The two children with the

greatest range of percentage points for "minors" were

Amy and Bobbie, so there does not appear to be a carryover in this particular pattern from one time-unit to
another.

Both Bobbie and John do have the lowest read-

ing percentages in the "minors" analysis, but not the

highest scores on manipulation of objects.

Given that a pattern may consist of a predominant
mode of time-use (talking, manipulating) regardless of
the time-unit, or a pattern may consist of using particular

behaviors with each time-unit (i.e. talking during "minors,

manipulating during longer time-units)

,

determining which

type of pattern is more important in analyzing children's

behavior is an important priority for future research.

Insert Table 4 here

Amy and Mark, who were similar in their time-use

patterns in input categories, again have several common
patterns.

Both have a behavior category which equals or
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surpasses the amount of time allocated to manipulating objects.

Again, these two children have the narrowest range

of percentage points allocated to behavior categories.

An important group pattern has developed concerning

non-locomotor motion behavior.

As a "minor," it is one

of the two most frequent behaviors for all four children.

As a "major," it is the least frequent behavior category

for all four children.

Whether non-locomotor motion is

a behavior characterized by brief occurrences, or whether

the time-unit during which this behavior is most frequent

varies with the age of the child or classroom style is
a question for future research.

The general pattern, as

one of the most significant in this study, deserves atten-

tion in the next examination of children's time-use.

Insert Table 5 here

Among the four children, the percentage of time spent
in "locomotor motion," "stationary self," or in "no cate-

gory of behavior lasting forty to sixty seconds" was

extremely uniform.

Approximately one-quarter of the chil-

dren's time was spent with "no activity lasting forty
seconds or more," indicating that very short time-unit

intervals are characteristic of a substantial percentage
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of children's time-use.

The low percentage of time spent

in "locomotor motion" indicates that little
time is spent

wandering aimlessly.
stationary self

The low percentage of time for

indicates that little time is spent in

a manner that is totally passive.

This means that chil-

dren spend a minimum of time queuing for activities.

The

low figures for the categories of "locomotor motion" and

"stationary self" combine to support the belief that, in
this particular classroom, for these four children, a minimum of time was spent in non-information seeking activiAgain, these figures are among those forming the

ties.

most distinct patterns in this study and should be noted

for future research.
The fact that behaviors occupying less than forty

seconds constituted approximately one-quarter of these

children's time is very significant.

Unless one knows

that children allocate such a large percentage of time
to such brief behaviors, one could miss a great deal of

the information seeking activity going on.

The shortness of the time-unit allocated to infor-

mation seeking supports the research on children's perception of time being quite different and more expanded
than adults '.
14

14

The expanded nature of a child's time

See section entitled "Biology" in Chapter Two.
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enables him to absorb a great deal of information in a
short period, leading to use of shorter time-units as

opposed to longer ones.

In fact, in light of Mary E.

Mathew's work (see Chapter Two), shorter time-units may
be a child's means of curtailing the amount of informa-

tion per time-unit in order to have sufficient time for

processing this information.
One might question whether the types of information
sought would affect the time-unit chosen.

Taking Mark

and John as our examples, we find Mark has the least

amount of time allocated in forty to sixty second units
and John the most.

Mark divides the greatest proportion

of his time between filling paper, talking, and manipu-

lation of objects, whereas John focuses on manipulation
of objects.

Is it the types of activities or the num-

ber or the child which most accounts for the difference
in forty to sixty second time-unit allocation?

The

group figures for non-locomotion would lead us to conclude that particular information seeking behaviors are

linked to particular time-units.
The second part of the analysis of the forty to

sixty second time-unit consists of breaking down the
total time percentages for each behavior category by
week.

Table 6 contains the summarized results of the
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various weekly breakdowns.

Insert Table 6 here

It was initially important to determine how many

weeks a particular behavior was observed.

Some behaviors

were observed each week for a particular child, but others
were observed as infrequently as four out of the ten weeks.
The behaviors which had the highest percentage of total
time allocated to them were not, surprisingly enough,

observed every week.

Output behaviors in general had a

better week-to-week showing than input behaviors.
It is possible that an observation time of one to

two hours per week is sufficient to gather data which

reflects accurately the daily time-use of some but not
all categories of behavior.

Perhaps different amounts

of observation time are needed for different categories
of time-use behaviors.

For example, talking was always

frequently observed in a one to two hour per week period.

Reading and listening were not.

Therefore, these two

may need extended observation periods to provide weekly
data accurately reflecting the percentage of time spent
in these categories.

It may also be that time-use

behaviors fluctuate a great deal from week to week, and
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TABLE

6

SOME INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS ON BEHAVIORS

FOR THE MAJOR TIME UNIT INTERVAL
Behavior
AMY

Number of Weeks
Behavior Was
Observed

filling paper
non-locomotor motion
talking

8
8

10

Percentage
Point Range

19 pts.
"
14
"
27

listening
observing
reading

5
8
6

27
13
20

"

manipulating

9

59

"

9
9

10

23 pts.
*
"
22
"
16

listening
observing
reading

10
10

12
25

"

6

8

"

manipulating

10

40

"

BOBBIE
filling paper
non-locomotor motion
talking

"
"

r

"

JOHN
filling paper
non-locomotor motion
talking

listening
observing
reading

manipulating

9

32 pts.

10
10

6

"

10

"

7
9

13
22

"

4

5

"

10

70

"

"

MARK
filling paper
non-locomotor motion
talking

9
8

23 pts.
7

"

10

14

"

listening
observing
reading

6

8

"

10

"

8

17
25

manipulating

10

26

"

"
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therefore it is inevitable that some weeks some behaviors
will not be observed regardless of the length of observation.

Given how many weeks a particular behavior was observed, the next step of analysis was to determine the

range of percentage points for each behavior category

over the ten week period.

The narrower the range, the

more consistent the amount of time allocated to that
category.

Individual range scores are found on Table

6.

A summary of range scores has been computed through

averaging the input and output categories and is shown
in Table 7.

Insert Table 7 here

The averages indicate that John and Mark are allo-

eating time the most consistently of the four children.

15

To investigate whether this conclusion would hold up under

more detailed analysis, the mean deviation from the average

percentage of time spent in each behavior category was computed for each child.
15

This new figure is expressed as a

This is in terms of this particular sample. A larger
essentially
sample might indicate that these scores are
more extreme
larger,
the same— i.e. they fall together in
distribution.
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percentage to minimize the effect of some categories
occurring each week and others occurring less often.
These figures are found in Table 8.

Insert Table 8 here

Filling paper and talking are the time-use behaviors

which vary a roughly equal amount for all four children.
That is, regardless of the different average amounts of
time each child spends talking or filling paper, the

children vary from their individual averages roughly equal
amounts.

(This is not to say that the two categories have

the least variation of all the categories for all children).

In the above analysis:
1.

Amy varies the least in manipulation and talking
both are the two top categories in terms of her

percentage of time allocated to them.
2.

Bobbie varies least in allocating time to manip-

ulation and talking

— also

gories of time allocation.

her two highest cateHowever, observing,

which is roughly equal to talking and manipulation in percentage of time allocated, is not
among the three lowest figures of variation.
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TABLE 8

MEAN DEVIATION FROM THE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF TIME
SPENT IN EACH BEHAVIOR CATEGORY

Category/ Child

Amy

Bobbie

John

Mark

Filling Paper

61%

67%

62%

62%

Non-locomotor
Motion

67%

90%

43%

67%

Talking

30%

42%

40%

40%

125%

47%

65%

97%

Observation

65%

55%

53%

59%

Reading

87%

90%

130%

79%

Manipulation
of Objects

17%

39%

64%

45%

Listening
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3.

Mark varies the least in allocating time to
talking and manipulation

— both

the highest in

terms of percentage of time allocated.
4. John

varies the least in allocating time to talk-

ing and non-locomotor motion.

Neither of these

behaviors receive a major portion of his time
allocation.

What sorts of patterns emerge?

First, three of the

four children allocated time most consistently to the be-

haviors engaged in most frequently.

This seems to imply

that these children's patterns of time-allocation are

relatively stable.

These children are focusing on some

particular mode of seeking information and maintaining
that mode of seeking consistently.

Bobbie's inconsistent

observation figure may be indicative of a change in that
area

— however,

an analysis of her weekly observation be-

havior does not show any particular increase or decline,

merely a great deal of variation.
John's data indicates that while certain behaviors
are very consistent, these behaviors are not those most

frequently engaged in.

This could lead us to conclude

that John changes the patterns of his time allocation

more rapidly than the other three children.
It is very possible that the consistency of time

allocation from week to week is critically influenced
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by the limited amount of observation time.

That is, if

we had gathered more extensive data each week, it
is

possible that more behaviors would have appeared consistent.

This would, if true, explain why the most frequent

behaviors of a child were also most consistent from week
to week.

On the other hand, it is also possible that

some behaviors are consistent and others are not, and
that consistency changes over time as children seek new

information.

Analysis of Time-Use Behaviors
Lasting One Minute or More
The label which we have designated for the time-unit

lasting more than a minute is "resource foci."

It is so

called because the categories which are associated with
it are concerned with the materials or resources that the

child is using, not with what the child is doing (as the

major and minor time-units are)*

While discussing the

time-use in terms of resource foci, we must keep in mind
that not every second of every minute is used by the

child in ways relating directly to the resource focus.
The behavior of the child is such that a sufficient amount
of attention is paid to the resource to warrant its

designation.
We will discuss the analysis of the resource foci
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from three perspectives.

First, the distribution of the

percentage of total time spent on each possible resource
will be examined.

Second, the two must frequent resource

foci for each week of each child will be examined.

Third,

the average length of time a resource focus is used by

each child will be explored.

The most striking similarity among the children in

terms of percentage of time spent in particular resource
foci is that all children spent approximately six to ten

per cent of the time with no resource foci.

This would

indicate that a relatively small amount of time is spent
in queuing behavior for these children.

The low percen-

tage of "no resource focus" indicates that resources are

available and children are spending almost all their time

using them.
The other major feature of this distribution is the
lack of clustering of percentages as compared to the

clustering on the minor percentages distribution chart
(Figure 1).

Each child, however, does have one to three

resource foci in which he or she engages a significantly

higher percentage of the time than the others.

The re-

sources that each child chooses most frequently are not
of time
the same, and each child spends differing amounts

with the chosen foci.
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The conclusions above are further supported by

examining the weekly number of resource foci for each
child in Table 9.

Insert Table 9 here

The average number of resource foci for all four chil-

dren each week was 5.7.

Not only does this indicate a

large number of available resources, but it also reveals
that many different resources are being chosen by the

children.
The variations in the number of resource foci used

weekly by each child are worth noting.

Amy and Bobbie

are the best examples of the differences among the chil-

Amy began using eight or nine different resource

dren.

foci during the first two weeks of observation.

The

number decreased sharply to three for the remainder of
the ten weeks with two exceptions.

This pattern may be

the result of Amy's focusing on a select set of resources
to use for informational purposes, or it may reflect her

choice to allocate longer amounts of time

to each focus.

increase
In fact, this change was not accompanied by an
in genin the amount of time spent on a resource focus

eral

,

which would seem to indicate that Amy was making

of resources for
some very specific choices about types
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TABLE 9

TOTAL NUMBER OF RESOURCE FOCI
USED DURING OBSERVATION EACH WEEK

1^23456789

10

AMY

8

8

9

3

3

3

5

5

3

3

BOBBIE

8

4

9

8

6

7

6

5

3

4

JOHN

7

7

4

5

8

5

6

5

6

5

MARK

6

2

5

5

6

7

7

4

4

8

Child

Week
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seeking information.
Bobbie's number of resources per week was somewhat
different and is more representative of John's and Mark's
pattern.

Bobbie maintained a high number (7-9) of re-

source foci each week throughout the ten week observation
period.

This would seem to indicate that these three

children are seeking a wider variety of resources to

satisfy their information seeking needs.

The two patterns

identified here are supported by further analysis and stand
out among the many patterns noted as worthy of significant

attention in future research.

Insert Table 10 here

Amy's pattern of decreasing number of resources each

week is accompanied by a definite progression from directive resources (the first five weeks) to non-directive

resources (the last five weeks).

(See Table 10).

This

leads us to conclude that Amy was making choices both
to restrict her resource foci and to change the general

type of resources she chose to work with.

John and Mark, on the other hand, maintained a conten
stant type of resource focus throughout the entire

weeks.

and
John's most frequent foci were non-directive

Mark's were directive.

However, these two chose to
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TABLE 10
TOP TWO RESOURCE FOCI EACH WEEK FOR EACH CHILD

Amy

Week

Resource Focus
Directive and directive with group
Directive and no resource focus
Directive with group and non-directive
Alone and non-directive
Directive/non-directive (tied) and directive with group
Non-directive and directive
Non-directive and no focus
Non-directive with group and non-directive
Non-directive and non-directive with group
Non-directive with group and directive
Bobbie

1.
2.
3.
4.
10.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

1.

10.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Non-directive and directive with one to one
Group and directive/non-directive with group (tied)
Directive and directive with non-directive
Non-directive with group and non-directive
Non-directive with group and non-directive
Non-directive and non-directive with group
Non-directive and non-directive with group
No resource focus and group/non-directive (tied)
Directive and directive with non-directive
Non-directive and no focus

10.

John
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

Non-directive and group with non-directive
Non-directive and group with non-directive
Non-directive and directive
Non-directive and group
Non-directive and group
Non-directive and directive
Directive with group and directive
Non-directive and non-directive with group
Non-directive with group and group
Non-directive with directive and non-directive

Mark
1

.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10 .

Directive with non-directive and directive
Directive and non-directive
Non-directive and directive
Directive and non-directive with group
Directive and no focus/non-directive with group (tied;
Directive and non-directive
Directive and non-directive with group
Directive and directive one to one
Directive and non-directive one to one
with non directive (tied)
No focus and non-directive/directive
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supplement this consistent first choice with a large num-

ber of less frequently used resources whereas Amy chose to
be much more limited in that regard.

Bobbie's pattern was to have the most frequently used
resource foci change from week to week ("non-directive,"
"group," and "directive" for one week each; then "non-

directive" for four consecutive weeks; then one week each
of "no focus," "directive" and "non-directive").

The most

frequent repetition is of the non-directive focus, and
this is supported by Bobbie's second most frequent focus
each week, which is "non-directive" eight out of the ten
weeks.
The different patterns of the four children indicate
a number of conclusions.

First, the children are making

choices to use available resources.

Second, their choices

reflect particular information seeking goals, in that the
choices form a pattern on one or more levels.

Third, the

number of different resources used each week during the
one to two hour period of observation shows that a wide

variety of resources exist and are used with relative
frequency by the children.

Fourth, the children choose

different resources as the major focus for their time
reallocation, and therefore they do not use the same

sources for the same amount of time.

Fifth, the low
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percentage time during which there is no resource focus
leads us to conclude that there are sufficient resources

available and in sufficient variety that children can

constantly be involved in seeking information without

being constrained by environmental structure or interfering with other children's learning opportunities.
There is no queuing to speak of.

Figures numbers 7 through 14 show the frequency with

which different lengths of time (in minutes) that were
spent on resource foci.

For the four children as a group

the number of minutes spent on a resource focus peak

between two and four minutes, seven minutes, nine to ten
minutes, seventeen minutes, twenty-two to twenty- three
minutes, and thirty-four to thirty-five minutes.

Clearly

the shorter numbers of minutes predominate.
The charts also indicate that observing periods must
last at a minimum of three-quarters of an hour in order
to capture the longer sequences of behavior.

Overall,

children are not observed to seek information in neatly

determined units of time, and the variety among children

may in fact be very great.
In analyzing each child's data of the amount of time
spent on a resource focus, the investigator divided the

data into two groups.

The first group was the lengths

four
of time spent on a resource focus during the first
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weeks; the second group was the amount of time spent on
a resource focus during the last six weeks.

It is note-

worthy that the observation periods

lengthened

v'ere not

to an hour until the second or third week of observing;

this would tend to increase the longer periods of time

allocation.

In fact, the number of periods of time last-

ing more than twenty minutes doubled for all children.
To what extent this is due to the change in observation

procedures and to what extent this is due to changes in
the children's behavior cannot be determined.

All the

children also increased their number of longer time
allocations which were less than fifteen minutes.

A

need for more controlled observation of this particular

variable seems indicated by these results.
The Classroom Teacher's Perceptions of the

Four Children's Time-Use Behavior
The investigator and the teacher of the children
spent some time discussing the teacher's perceptions
of the children's use of time.

This discussion took

place after the observations had been completed and most
of the analysis was done.

The basis of the discussion

was a number of questions designed by the investigator
to focus the teacher's perceptions.
in
The questions were prepared with two objectives
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Figure 10
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Figure 11
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mind.

One was to elicit from the teacher her perceptions

about time-use, the second was to determine what perceptions, if any, the teacher had of the particular time-

use behaviors and time-units defined and used by the in-

vestigator.

This second objective was somewhat difficult

to accomplish because questions which were explicitly

stated tended to cue the teacher to respond in particular
ways.

For example, asking the teacher how frequently chil-

dren used time for any of the following behaviors (talking,

filling paper, etc.) for periods lasting less than forty
seconds was seen to be a leading question.

The teacher

might assume that there must be some amount of behavior

occurring for these periods, although she had not noted
them, and construct an answer based on this assumption.

In fact this concern seemed unfounded, given the teacher's

answers.

It was concluded that the teacher answered

honestly, and when she was not aware of a particular

behavior or time-unit made that clear in her response.
The investigator believes that the teacher was somevvhat

unusual in doing this, and that teachers in general might
perceive
be defensive when answering questions which they

may reflect upon their teaching skills.
the disThe teacher stated at various times during

cussion:

"I

think

I

perceive time in ten minute periods.

self-evaluation.
The answers she gave supported this
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Questions which required her to judge time periods lasting less than a minute were answered with the comment:
"I

have no way to judge; that's too difficult a time

for me to judge."

When asked how many different be-

haviors might go on during a single minute for each
child the teacher gave maximum answers ranging from seven
to nine behaviors.

This leads the investigator to con-

clude that while this teacher felt that she was not aware
in detail of what sorts of behaviors lasted less than a

minute's time, she was conscious of the fact that many
activities went on simultaneously and sequentially during
a minute.

In fact, her estimate was above the number of

behaviors done each minute:

the average being two to

three, the maximum being six.

Insert Table 11 here

In Table 11, the teacher's perceptions of which be-

haviors were most frequent are compared with the investigator's findings.

The behaviors ranked by the teacher

were not qualified by time-units.

The method of ranking

able to
was chosen because the teacher felt she was not
engaged
estimate the percentage of time each child spent
in each behavior.
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TABLE 11

THE TEACHER'S RANKING OF TIME-USE BEHAVIORS

Teacher's Ranking
(most to least frequent)

Data Analysis Ranking
Major
Minor

AMY
1

Filling Paper

2 Reading

3
5

Talking

1

3

6
8
2

4 Manipulating Objects

2

Manipulating People
Locomotor Motion
Listening
Non-Locomotor Motion
Observing
Manipulating Self
Stationary Self

10

5

6
7
8
9

10
11

4
1.1

7

3

8
6
4
11
9

10
1

5
7

9

BOBBIE
1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11

Listening
Filling Paper
Observing
Stationary Self
Locomotion
Manipulating People
Manipulating Objects
Talking
Non-Locomotor Motion
Reading
Manipulating Self

4
4
3
7
9

6
7
3
9
5

1

11
4

2

1

5
6

10

8

8

6

5
3
7
2

10

2

JOHN
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11

Locomotor Motion
Manipulating Objects
Filling Paper
Non-Locomotor Motion
Talking
Observing
Listening
Manipulating Self
Reading
Manipulating People
Stationary Self

1

2
7
4
3

1

4
6

5
8
9

11

10

8
9

8

10
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TABLE 11 con't

Teacher

s

.

Ranking

Data Analysis Ranking
Major
Minor

MARK
Filling Paper (tied w/ reading)
Reading
Observing
Locomotor Motion
Talking
Manipulating Objects
Listening
Stationary Self
Manipulating People
10 Manipulating Self
11 Non-Locomotor Motion
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
5

3
2
6
7
9

6
9
4
5
2
3
8
7
11

10

10

8

1

4
8

Below are the figures indicating the average number of
points of discrepancy between the teacher's ranking and
the data’s ranking by analysis.
Amy:

2.2 pts. for major; 3.6 for minor time-units

Bobbie:

3.5 for major; 4.0 for minor time-units

John:

1.7 for major; 2.6 for minor time-units

Mark

1.6 for major; 3.6 for minor time-units
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The average amount the teacher deviated
from the in-

vestigator's ranking was computed.

The teacher was one

or one and one half point away from Amy's, John's,
and

Mark's data on "majors" on the average.

The teacher

was least accurate for Bobbie, being three and a half
points away on the average for "majors."
Table 12 compares the teacher's ranking of the amount
of time each child spent on each resource foci with the

investigator's ranking.

Insert Table 12 here

The teacher's answers were modified, as she chose to deal

only with the four most frequent resource foci and the
length of time spent upon each.

For each child the

teacher gave her perception of the average length of
time spent on a resource focus, and her perception of
the most frequent type of focus:
Amy:

thirty minutes with directive resource focus

Bobbie: ten to fifteen minutes with a non-directive
focus
John:

thirty to forty-five minutes with a nondirective focus

Mark:

twenty minutes with a directive resource focus

The investigator believes that the teacher's framework of
of
ten minutes led to a higher estimate of the amount
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TABLE 12

COMPARISON OF TEACHER'S AND INVESTIGATOR'S

RANKING OF FOUR MOST FREQUENT RESOURCE FOCI
Teacher's Ranking
of Top Four
Resource Foci

Top Four Based on
Data Analysis of
Resource Foci

Directive

Non-Directive

Directive with
group

Directive

Non-Directive

Non-Directive
with group
Directive with
group

Non-Directive

Non-Directive
with group

Directive

Non-Directive

Directive with
group

Directive

D3

O
Dd
Q3

H

H

No resource focus

<h

O
33

Z

Non-Directive

Non-Directive

Directive and
non-directive

Non-Directive
with group

Directive with
group

Group

Directive

Directive

Directive

Directive

Directive with
group

Non-Directive

Non-Directive with
one to one

Non-Directive
with group

Non-Directive

Directive and
Non-Directive
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time spent on resource foci than the data
analysis indicate .
The last question the investigator discussed
with
the teacher was about the teacher's overall
perception

or description of each child's use of time.

The teach-

er's answers appear below.
Amy:

"She's persistent, highly motivated, selfinitiating (that is she doesn't need me
to get her started) and responsible."

Bobbie:

"A follower who is gradually initiating

her own activities."
John:

"

Very creative.

He uses his time creatively,
does his own thing.
It's hard for him to
get other work done but he
always productive, though not from a cognitive viewpoint necessarily."
,

Mark:

'

"Mark finds it very hard to do things on
his own. He assumes responsibility for his
own work; he's very persistent, but it is
hard to get him to engage in projects as
Amy and John do."

The investigator felt that the teacher tended to

describe the children using the characteristic words or

phrases she associates with each one.

In part her des-

criptions cover time-use, or imply styles of using time,
but these were not articulated specifically or in any

detail
In general the teacher seemed to have a model of

each child's time-use behavior which consisted of a few

remembered behavior incidents and some generalizations
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about the child's behavior.

The categories of behavior

which the teacher related to most easily were those of
reading, filling paper, and manipulation of objects (all
of these being categories which involve tangible objects

and are directly related to completing assignments).

Behaviors such as talking, non-locomotor motion, and

observing were dealt with in hesitating and uncertain ways.
Frequent comments with regard to these behaviors were,
"I just can't

picture any of them doing that."

When

specific examples of the behavior were given, the teacher

occasionally would recall a particular child behaving in
that manner.

For example, John's imaginary guitar per-

formance was recalled as a non-locomotor behavior; but
similar behavior in other children could not be recalled.
It is possible that the behaviors such as talking and

non-locomotor motion which occurred most frequently in ten
to forty second periods were not noted because of their

very brief length.

Those activities which were observed

by the teacher were the ones which lasted long enough to
fall near or within the ten minute time-frame that she

was using.
The investigator concluded that the teacher had a
the
general model for evaluation of time-use based on

ten minute time-unit.

This was supplemented by per-

relate
ceptions of a child's behavior in terms which
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to the behavior the teacher valued.

This particular

teacher was concerned with children's taking responsibility, working independently, creatively, and with persistence.

Productivity entered into her evaluation through

these different qualities (i.e. a child who was persistent
and responsible also was productive).

Thus time-use was

evaluated through the particular criteria the teacher
valued, rather than independently on its own unique terms.

Overall patterns which the investigator expected the

teacher to mention, but which didn't come up were:

Amy's

high degree of socialization; Bobbie's frequent tours of
the room during which she would observe and "interview"

children about their activities; Mark's pattern of doing
a number of different activities in a repetitive sequence,

each for a very short period of time; the teacher's own
apparent irritation over John's independent behavior.
A Comparison of Observational Data of

the Investigator and Secondary Observers

There were a number of possible ways of analyzing
the amount of agreement between the investigator's ob-

servations and the secondary observers'.

It was decided

that the most useful way was to compare the percentage of

time each observer perceived that a behavior category was
not engaged in by the child over the total amount of
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simultaneous observing time.

For example, the amount of

time the investigator perceived that the
child observed
was not talking was compared to the amount of
time the

secondary observer perceived that the child was not
talking.

The data used for the investigator was naturally

only that which coincided with the time during which
the

secondary observer was present.

This means of comparison

enables us to determine whether the investigator and

secondary observer agreed as to whether or not a parti-

cular behavior was occurring.

The comparison was done

in terms of percentages of the total time the two observers

watched a child.

The results of such a comparison do not

make the finer distinction of whether the investigator and
secondary observer agree about the behavior lasting between
ten and forty seconds or forty and sixty seconds.

Secondary observers did not always watch the same
child each week.

Some children were watched by secon-

dary observers more than others.

In comparing the

scores of the investigator and secondary observers, cer-

tain scores were chosen rather than analyze the total
scores of all children for all observers.

For each

secondary observer scores from the most frequently observed and the least frequently observed child were
chosen.

This was to determine whether frequent
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observation of a child affected the secondary
observer's
accuracy of observation positively or negatively (or
at

For these two children, four behavior categories
were chosen for comparison:

the two behaviors which had

the highest percentage of time allocated to them in forty
to sixty second units; the category of behavior in which

the teacher and investigator had the least agreement; and

"non-locomotor motion," the behavior of which the teacher
and secondary observers seemed the least aware.

Insert Table 13 here

The findings are summarized in Table 13.

In general,

the analysis indicates that there was greater general

agreement on categories of behavior which involved using

concrete materials, such as filling paper and reading.

Non-locomotor motion, the behavior which had no concrete
objects involved with it, showed the greatest discrepancy
in scores.

These findings are very similar to the analysis

of the teacher's perceptions.

Although the scores for non-locomotor motion were the
most discrepant, the investigator's own scores for the

children in that category were extremely consistent.

The

secondary observers, on the other hand, had very erratic
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TABLE 13

PERCENTAGE OF DISCREPANCY BETWEEN
THE INVESTIGATOR AND SECONDARY OBSERVERS

Behavior Category

Secondary Observer

Weeks Observed/Percentage of Discrepancy
1

Average
Discrepancy

(watching Bobbie)
4

5

6

7

2%

4%

16%

20%

10%

Talking

3% 13%

22%

19%

14%

Non-Locomotor Motion

6%

19%

28%

19%

Reading

0%

8%

2%

2%

(watching Mark)

2

Non-Locomotor Motion

6%

Reading

3%

Manipulating

Manipulating

Filling paper

to to

0%

35%
6%

Secondary Observer 2 (watching Bobbie)
3

5

8

10

3%

0%

9%

39%

13%

Talking

37%

15%

36%

11%

24%

Reading

0%

11%

0%

4%

49%

53%

35%

Manipulating

Non-Locomotor Motion

26%

(watching Mark)

8

Filling paper

0%

Manipulating

5%

Non-Locomotor Motion

Reading

12%

0%

12%

•
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TABLE 13 con

Behavior Category

'

Weeks Observed/Percentage of Discrepancy

Average
Discrepancy

Secondary Observer 3 (watching Amy)
2

6

7

8

45%

11%

14%

81%

38%

Observing

0°/o

6%

25%

4%

9%

Talking

0°/o

32%

38%

0%

18%

68%

36%

47%

24%

44%

Manipulating

Non-Locomotor Motion
(watching Mark)

6

10

filling paper

7%

6%

6%

Manipulating

0%

79%

40%

Reading

13%

7%

10%

Non-Locomotor Motion

49%

49%

49%
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scores for individual children in that category of behavior.

It is less likely that the investigator could

consistently code erratic behavior as consistent than
that the secondary observers, like the teacher, had an

imperfect understanding of this category.

Therefore,

it seems evident that this category of behavior requires

more extensive definition, and that in general teachers
and observers are less aware of these behaviors than most
Two of the three observers maintained equal levels
of discrepancy between themselves and the investigator,

but they were not similar to each other.

The third secon

dary observer had scores which were extremely erratic.
The investigator noticed throughout the observation

period that the third observer was the most judgmental
in her comments about the children's behavior and the

most rigid in her perceptions of what was occurring.
It seems likely that the constant judgment on the part
of this observer cause her observations and codings to

be distorted.

Further study on the extent to which the

instrument reflects observer bias would be valuable.
An overall evaluation of the secondary observers
investigator's
scores in terms of discrepancies with the
the ten
indicates that the discrepancies increased as

weeks progressed.

There are a number of possible expla-

nations for this effect.

First, a single hour of
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observation time each week may be too short a period to

maintain recently learned observational skills.

Second,

the secondary observers may need more definitive descrip-

tions of each behavior category, for example through the

use of video-tape, in order to use the category system
effectively.

Both these problems require more extensive

training and longer periods of observation each week.
In addition, it is possible that the observers require

periodic re-training periods to prevent their biases
from gradually distorting the data.

This is particularly

apparent in terms of behaviors such as non-locomotor
motion, where observer's bias creates "blind spots."

The

skill of observing behavior and withholding judgment,

which this instrument requires, may be a difficult skill
to teach and maintain among observers.

A Summary of Conclusions from Data Analysis
In summarizing our conclusions of the data analysis
it will be useful to refer to the questions developed

from the assumptions listed in Chapter Three.

The

questions themselves were originally stated on pages

seventy-four and seventy-five.
Question one asked whether children use time in
choice
discernible patterns, both in terms of resource
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and use.

The conclusions discussed earlier in this chap-

ter support the belief that there are discernible patterns
of children's time-use.

Group and individual patterns

have been established in terms of the behavior categories
and resource foci.

Below are listed the patterns found

in the analysis:
1.

2.

Clustering of percentages of time spent in
behavior categories using a time-unit of
ten to forty seconds.
The four most frequent behavior categories
of the minor time-unit for all children
were talking, non-locomotor motion, observing
and manipulation of objects.

3.

All four children had two behaviors lasting
between ten and forty seconds approximately
one third of the total time observed.

4.

Patterns of stability, or increasing or
decreasing time-use in a particular category
have been defined from the data. Each child
had behavior categories falling into these
patterns for both minor and major time-units.

four children had the behavior category
of manipulation of objects as one of the
two with the greatest amount of forty to
sixty second time-units allocated to it.
All four children had non-locomotor motion
as the category receiving the least amount
of time in forty to sixty second units.
All four children spent approximately one
quarter of the total time with no behaviors
lasting forty seconds or more.
All four children spent less than five percent of their time in locomotor motion or
as stationary and passive for forty to
sixty seconds.
In the forty to sixty second time-unit,
talking and filling paper are the timeuse behaviors which vary a roughly equal
amount for all four children.

5. All

6.

7.

8.

9.
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10. Six to ten percent of all
the children's
time is spent without any resource
focus.
11. Each child allocates time
to particular
resource foci to create a discernible

pattern.

12.

There are a number of individual patterns
within the group patterns listed above.

Of the patterns identified, numbers two,
five, six,
seven, eight and eleven are the most obvious and
fruitful

starting points for further research.

Their distinct

nature and implications about children's behavior are

valuable information which deserves further verification
and refinement.
Let us look briefly at the implications of the pat-

terns singled out above.

The short time-units for which

distinct patterns emerged indicate that children's timeuse is on a scale quite different than adults have used
to evaluate children's behavior.

The behaviors, talking,

non-locomotor motion, observing and manipulating objects,

which occur most frequently for the smallest time-unit,
are predominantly expressive behaviors

— directed

towards

processing and communicating information and understandings
on a personal level.

The children's most frequent activity,

talking, is the same behavior that teachers most often

engage in.

Perhaps we can therefore assume that children

are teaching as well as learning.
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All children showed a large percentage of time de-

voted to manipulating objects.

This correlates with

Piagetian theory that cognitive development of abstract

conceptualization is preceded by concrete experiences.
The infrequency of non-locomotor motion at the longer

time-unit interval is the strongest indication that individual behaviors occur predominantly in particular

time-unit intervals.
search design

— and

This has many implications for re-

for teachers' expectations for behavior.

Some expected behaviors may be occurring, but if they do
not fall into the interval of time the teacher uses to

evaluate behavior, they may go unnoticed.

Associating

behaviors and time-units may be a means of helping teachers
have both more realistic expectations and accurate ob-

servations of children.

Four different children all spent a quarter of their
time with no behavior lasting more than forty seconds.

Combined with the figures on length of time spent on
resource foci

,

these two facts lead us to conclude that

seven
a significant portion of children's behavior at

years of age is of extremely short duration.

This means

focus which
the concept of "attention"— the uninterrupted
must be re-examined
is assumed to be necessary for learning—
to be an
"Attention," from this study's results, seems
which bears
abstraction of the adult temporal experience
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little relation to the reality of children's
time-use
behaviors.

The implications for learning theory that

this has are too numerous to detail here.

Let us merely

state that although information seeking behavior is not
the intense focused endeavor "attending" was believed
to be, it still supports high levels of comprehension

and learning.

The second question asks:

time or do they remain stable?

Do patterns change over

The answer to this ques-

tion depends on the pattern and on the child.

Perhaps

the best example of patterns that change can be found in

the weekly break-downs of ten to forty second time-unit

allocations.

Specific criteria for determining static,

increasing, and decreasing time allocation to any behavior

category were defined from the data.

Changes in resource

foci also were noted; although here too the changes seemed
to be linked to individual children.

Two children main-

tained a high percentage of time in the same two resources
the entire ten weeks, and two changed their pattern of

time-use.

Whether time-use behaviors for any single re-

source foci changed over time is a question left for

future research.

Question three asks:

Do different children allocate

the same
the same amount or different amounts of time to

resources?

The statistics indicate that children allocate
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different amounts of time to the same resource
foci.

This

was indicated both by the different resource foci
to which
the most amount of time was allocated by each child,
and

by the varying number of total resources to which a child
allocated time each week.
Question number four asks:

What is the ratio of

time spent waiting to time spent actively seeking infor-

mation?

The figures for time spent in non-information

seeking behaviors for both ten to forty and forty to
sixty seconds was less than ten percent of the total time.
The data on the amount of time allocated to no resource

focus indicated that not more than ten percent of the time
was so spent.

Assuming these figures are generalizable

to the child's entire day, we must conclude that a major

amount of time is spent seeking information, and only

approximately one tenth of the child's time is spent in

non-information seeking behavior.

Part of this non-

information seeking time may be equivalent to forgone
earnings used to process information, and therefore we
cannot assume that it is totally unconnected with the

information seeking process.
Question number five asks:

Do the temporal con-

straints of the environment encourage or discourage

information seeking?

The data indicates that

,

when

resources are available, they are voluntarily used by
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the children.

The children chose to work in small groups

and individually, rather than as a single large group.

This is deduced from the fact that there is a minimum
of time spent in non-information activities and also

noted in direct observation.

Children were not observed

as having to stop activities before they were finished,

either to begin another activity or to allow another
0

child to take a turn.

Children appeared to take as

much time as they needed to engage in and complete their
work.

All these observations lead us to believe that the

temporal constraints of the classroom encouraged infor-

mation seeking behavior.
The answers to these five questions provide us with
the information needed to determine which assumptions are

supported and which are not.

More important, the answers

the data provides indicate refinements of the assumptions

which make them more useful for future research.

These

refinements will be discussed at the end of the next
chapter.

CHAPTER VI

DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The patterns that are found in any analysis of data
are always the result of different sets of factors.

The

first set of factors is the constraints which govern the

collection of data.

These constraints include the values

assigned to the time-unit variable, the definitions of

behavior categories, and the coding method (which in
this case did not distinguish between sequence and

simultaneity within a single minute).

The second set

of factors which influence the type of patterns found
is the methods of analysis used to interpret the data.

These methods include decisions of what qualifies as a

pattern and what does not, and also include determinations
of which patterns are meaningful enough to be worth look-

ing for.

There are many possible patterns which could be

found in any set of data, if a sufficient number of analysi

methods are applied.

However, not all the patterns that

can be found, or created, are equally meaningful.
of
In most research, one or the other of these sets

pattern-determining factors are defined by past research
in the field.

In the case of this study neither set of

the study's
factors was defined in advance because of
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exploratory nature.

Future work in the area of children

1

s

time— use can either use this study's decisions with regard
to the pattern-determining factors, or explore other

possibilities in terms of data definition, collection
and methods of data analysis.

This leaves us with three

basic approaches to future research.
The first possibility is to vary the values of var-

iables or otherwise change the collection of data.

This

would provide a new set of parameters defining time-use.
The second possibility is to vary the methods of

analysis.

This would enable researchers to look for

other patterns within the same parameters of time-use
defined by this study.
The third possibility is to retain the values of

variables and methods of data analysis established by
this study and investigate the patterns generated by

larger and more diverse sample populations.

The results

from this research would indicate whether the parameters
of this study are useful for larger, more varied poputo
lations, and what refinements or changes are needed

more fully evaluate time-use behaviors.
In the following pages these three possibilities
more exwill be discussed more fully; the third one

tensively than the first two.
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.Varying

the

Values of Variables

There are innumerable possibilities in
this direc-

tion of research.

There are any number of changes which

one could make either in the value assigned
to the time-

unit or the definition of categories.

Of the two, the

former changes seem the most useful in furthering the

understanding of children's time-use.

The different

frequencies for non-locomotor motion based on the two
different time-unit values indicates that there may be

significantly different time-unit values for each category of behavior.

This line of research would be most

valuable in determining what time-unit focus is most
appropriate for particular research questions.
The choice to alter the behavior category definitions

might stem from two motives.

One would be that informa-

tion seeking behaviors was perceived to require either a

new or a finer definition.

The other reason would be if

one wished to look at the relationship between time-use
and a variable different from information seeking.

The

latter would require an entirely new theory, retaining

only part of this study's methodology.
In the original definition of the variables, two

concepts were taken into account and utilized to advantage.

First, the behavior categories were defined in
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a non- judgmental way.

Thus the observer was required to

observe not evaluate the behavior.
has a number of advantages.

bias

,

This type of definition

It appears to locate observer

and it provides data that does not have evaluations

built in prior to analysis.

The second concept that was

used in designing the behavior definitions was to approach
the child's interaction with the environment from two

perspectives simultaneously.

The use of behavior cate-

gories and resource foci enabled the observer to record

simultaneously what the child did, and with what or whom
he did it.

Both the non- judgmental definitions and the

multiple perspectives of the two types of categories were
valuable assets which would be worth incorporating into
any changes in the values and definitions of variables.

Methods of Analysis:

Additional Possibilities

The use of more complex and varied methods of analysis

depends predominantly on the use of larger samples.

An

increased sample population will enable researchers to
use measures of central tendency without running the
risks of distortion associated with small, case-studysized groups.

Frequency distributions can be used to

determine whether the clustering noted on some sets of
four
scores is a pattern, or merely chance borne out of

similar sets of scores.

More sophisticated analysis

of
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the weekly progression of each behavior category or

resource focus will also be possible.

In short, a lar-

ger sample will make more meaningful the methods of

analysis used in this study and make feasible the use of

many other standard analysis techniques.
There are also some sophisticated programs which

could be developed to search for patterns in the data

which simple computations would not reveal.

For example,

after doing some crosstabulation of resource foci and
majors, resource foci and minors, majors and minors,
and minors and minors, one could choose a frequently

found combination of behaviors or behaviors and resource
foci to explore in detail.

Perhaps the crosstabulations

show that directive resource foci most frequently have

filling paper as the behavior lasting forty or more
seconds.

A program designed to search for patterns could

tell us what minors were most frequently associated with

filling paper (when the latter is associated with a directive resource focus); how many minutes on the average

filling paper lasted as a forty to sixty second activity;
minute
what behavior was most likely to follow a single
paper, five minof filling paper, two minutes of filling

utes of filling paper

...

The possibilities are endless

can devise
and varied to the extent that one's mind

possible patterns.
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As we delve into more complex methods
of analysis

the constraints of the data collection and
coding process
become more obvious. The fact that— within a
minute's

time

we cannot distinguish between sequence and simul-

taneity becomes a problem which may have to be solved
if such methods of analysis are to be used.

However,

the more complex the instrument becomes, the more difficult it is to train people to use it.

Unfortunately, what

one gains in one area often more tightly constrains pro-

gress in another.

Future Research Within the "System "^
Both researchers who choose to modify the observation

instrument and methods of analysis and those who do not
should, if possible, work with a larger sample population.

For those working within the parameters set up by this
study, this will mean the acquiring of more data to

either support or reject the theory of time-use and in-

formation seeking and its assumptions.
In addition to enlarging the sample considerably,

the element of diversity should be considered.

Chil-

dren from different classrooms (open and traditional),
a research proposal which implements many of the
following suggestions see B. Jones' and M. Rudman's A Com Environ
Learning
pa rative Study of Student Behaviors and
ments in Open and Traditional Educational Programs submitted
to the National Institute of Education, Feb., 1973.

^For

,
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of different ages, and of different socio-economic back-

grounds may be consciously chosen in order to establish

whether or not there are correlations between these
variables and time-use.
The variable of age is one which has many possibiliThe investigator believes that the attempt to cor-

ties.

relate level of intellectual development (as defined by

criteria such as Piaget's stages) with particular patterns
of time-use would be a valuable direction for future re-

search.

Correlating time-use and physical development

might also be a useful line of inquiry:

do children who

are experiencing a "growth spurt" have different time-use

patterns than those of the same age and stage of intellectual development who are not growing rapidly?
A study of the time-use in traditional classrooms is

called for.

Not only would this help to determine to what

extent environmental constraints influence information
seeking, but it would also provide much needed infor-

mation on what children do

,

how they use their time,

in different types of classrooms.

This would be a val-

uable measure for comparison and evaluation of classrooms and teaching style.

Another variable which should be investigated
socio-economic background.

is

Does this factor have any

time-use?
relationship to, or correlation with,
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Definitive and detailed observations of time-use,
such
as developed by this study, would provide a more
accurate

account of how children use time, as compared to the crude

generalizations used by such researchers as Lawrence Leshan.
In addition to enlarging the sample size and sample

diversity, future research should direct some effort

towards refining the instrument.

There are three direc-

tions this refinement might go:
First, more specific resource foci could be defined.

The foci which were used in this study were so general
that they included a variety of materials which may have

best been placed in separate sub-divisions.

Further, the

coding of who was involved with the child as well as
what was being used by the child is a distinct problem in
the current method of coding resource foci.

Some ques-

tions that need to be answered along this line are:

Should persons be coded as part of the resource foci if
in fact they are not the resource focus?

Should directions

or suggestions made to a child by another person be re-

corded to indicate possible external constraints affecting
the use of particular resources in particular ways?

(This

last question was answered negatively in the study done

here because it was assumed that all choices were the
person).
child's even if the choice was suggested by another
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Second, refinement of coding procedures could in-

volve developing a means for indicating simultaneity or

sequenciality of behaviors within a single minute.
question is:

The

for what time— unit value does it become

important to distinguish between sequenciality and simul-

taneity?

Perhaps there should be some very intensive and

focused research on this question in order to determine
the most useful and meaningful time-unit values.
Lastly, in terms of refining the coding of data,

the instrument needs to be redesigned in order that direct transference of data to computer cards can be accom-

plished.

The tremendous number of data bits coded for

each minute makes this refinement mandatory.

Another line of research should direct itself towards
investigating observer bias and its effect on the use of
the instrument.

Analysis of secondary observer data

indicates that observer bias results in "blind spots"
and "emphasis" to certain behavioral categories.

It is

possible that the instrument might be modified to act
a
as a measure of observer bias, and thereby serve as

means for evaluating and training observers of children
for many purposes.
training
Developing a more intensive and definitive
bias and
procedure is crucial to eliminating behavior

effectively.
maintaining the skill of using the instrument
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The analysis of the secondary observers indicated that
the skill decreased even with practice each week.

This

would indicate that the periods of observation must be
longer than one hour per week.

It is possible that the

skill of non-judgmental observation is one that is neither

easily learned or retained.

Periodic re-training through-

out the time observations are being made may be necessary.
The investigator believes that video-taped excerpts
of behavior which exemplifies each behavioral category

might be the most effective means of training observers
to recognize behaviors.

In addition, such a tape or

set of tapes could be used to determine whether or not

observers did in fact have discernible and different
biases, and what behaviors or situations were distorted

by such perceptual twists.

This type of research might

develop some valuable techniques for training teachers
and supervisors.

The last possibility for future research which will
be discussed is the development of an instrument for

eliciting and evaluating teachers' perceptions of children's time-use.

There are a number of different direc-

tions such research might go.

The first possible direc-

determine the
tion would be to develop a questionnaire to
time-use
teacher's perceptions of individual children's

forms the
and the consciously structured temporal
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teacher has imposed on her classroom.
A second possible direction would be to begin with
a questionnaire as described above, then give the teach-

ers some training to develop their skills in observing

children's time-use, and later, after the teachers have

had an opportunity to observe their classes, do the
questionnaire again.
A third useful direction would be to have the teacher evaluate his or her time-use and evaluate how the

teacher's behavior affects the children's time-use.

This

begins to approach a correlation study between teacher and
child time-use patterns.

this chapter.

And that's beyond the realm of
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Conclusions
The analysis of data and the application of the case

study results to the assumption-based questions (pp. 7374) have provided a basis for evaluating the original

assumptions.

The assumptions labled "a" under each head-

ing were supported but with qualifications.

Generally,

the expected behaviors were less well defined than pre-

dicted and the external variables (constraints) more influential than the assumptions implied.

For example, Assumption la states:

A child maximizes

his or her time from his own point of view; the expected

behaviors are:

The child will use time in discernible

patterns that are unique to the child.
recorded did form patterns

— some

The behaviors

were individual and

unique to the child, others were shared by all four
children.

The combination of individual and group pat-

terns could be due to a number of different factors
(method of analysis, the similar ages of the children,

classroom constraints, etc.) none of which were covered
by the assumptions developed before the data had been
analyzed.
The results and conclusions can be incorporated

assumptions
into the refinement and restatement of the

and expected behaviors.

Below is the revised statements
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of assumptions numbers one through five.

ASSUMPTION

1

A child will maximize his time-use from
his own
point of view within the constraints of his
environment,
his prior knowledge, his perception of the
availability
re ources
anc his perception of his own power
to
affectf the present and the future in positive ways.
’

*

(It is possible that future research will indicate
that
other variables, such as stage of intellectual development, should be added to this list).

Expected behaviors: A child will use time in discernible patterns, some of which are unique to the child,
others of which are shared with larger groups of children because of the shared experience of similar environmental constraints, or stage of intellectual development.

ASSUMPTION 2
As a child learns he will seek new information.

Expected behaviors: A child's use of time will
change as learning occurs. Learning is preceded by
time-use patterns which are often repetitive due to the
child's need to verify information and reassure himself
of the configuration of concepts and schemata that he's
developing. Some types of patterns change more rapidly
than others, and therefore judgment about whether learning has occurred can only be made after observing a
number of different time-use patterns over a number
of weeks.

ASSUMPTION 3
Rates of seeking information are individual because
of individual informational goals, perceptions of the
availability of resources, perceptions of self, and the
prior knowledge of each child. Because rates of seeking
information are individual, the rates of learning are
also individual.
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Expected behaviors: Children using the same resource will spend different amounts of time with
it and
the amounts of time spent on the same resource will
be
allocated differently.

ASSUMPTION 4
Children working in small groups or individually
in a classroom will utilize more resources more often
than a class working as a large group.
Expected behaviors: Each child will choose a unique
set of resources.
A child will rarely be uninvolved, i.e.
using no resources whatsoever. A higher number of resources will be used each day by each child and each
resource will be used more frequently than in a situation
where all children learn in a single large group.

ASSUMPTION

5

An environment with flexible use of time will minimize constraints on the child's use of time for seeking
information and thus encourage such time-use behavior.

Expected behavior: A child will engage in information seeking behavior a majority of the time (more than
half the total time). A large variety of resources will
be used for self-determined lengths of time. Noninformation seeking behavior, i.e. queuing and locomotor motion will take up a small proportion of the
total time (ten percent or less).
Children's time-use behavior provides a perspective
for examining and understanding learning from the point
of view of the learner.

The observational data is consis-

tent with this viewpoint, and it supports the belief that

more extensive research would be a productive approach
to studying learning in general and information seeking

behavior in particular.

APPENDIX A

ROLAND BARTH'S ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT CHILDREN'S LEARNING
1. Children are innately curious and display exploratory behavior quite independent of adult intervention.

2.

Exploratory behavior is self-perpetuating.

3. The child will display natural exploratory behavior
if he is not threatened.

4. Confidence in self is highly related to capacity
for learning and for making important choices affecting
one's learning.
5. Active exploration in a rich environment offering
a wide array of manipulative materials will facilitate

children's learning.
6. Play is not distinguished from work as the predominant mode of learning in early childhood.

7. Children have both the competence and the right
to make significant decisions concerning their own
learning.

Children will be likely to learn if they are
choice in the selection of the matconsiderable
given
work with and in the selection of
to
wish
they
erials
to pursue with respect to those
wish
they
the questions
materials.
8.

Given the opportunity, children will choose to
engage in activities that will be of high interest to
them.
9.

10. If the child is fully involved in and having
fun with an activity, learning is taking place.

in ex11. When two or more children are interested

ploring the same problems or the same materials, they
will often choose to collaborate in some way.

is important
12. When a child learns something that
others.
with
it
to him, he will wish to share

slowly.
13. Concept formation proceeds very

14. Children learn and develop
intellectually not
only at their own rate but in their own
style.
i

15. Children pass through similar stages
of intel+
lectual
16. development— each in his own way, at his own
rate, and in his own time.
i

17. Intellectual growth and development take place
through a sequence of concrete experiences followed by
abstractions.

Verbal abstractions should follow direct experience with objects and ideas, not precede them or
substitute for them.
18. The preferred source of verification for a
child's solution to a problem comes through the materials
he is working with.
19. Errors are necessarily a part of the learning
process; they are to be expected and even desired for
they contain information essential for further learning.
20. Those qualities of a person's learning that can
be carefully measured are not necessarily the most
important
21. Objective measures of performance may have a
negative effect upon learning.

22. Evidence of a child's learning is best assessed
intuitively, by direct observation.
23. The best way of evaluating the effect of the
school experience on the child is to observe him over
long period of time.
a
24. The best measure of a child's work is his work.

APPENDIX B

Descriptions of Open Classrooms
in Terms of Time-Use

The following excerpts were taken from Walberg's and
Thomas' Characteristics of Open Education:

Operational Definition

,

Toward an

Appendix A.

MANY DIFFERENT ACTIVITIES GO ON SIMULTANEOUSLY.
"Typically, there is a variety of activities going
on simultaneously, each child working in ways best
suited to his interests, talents, and style."
(Armington, 1964, p. 6-7)

—

"You have all these different
'activities' I'll
call them, for want of another word. They're all around
A child hasn't got to rack his brains
the classroom.
It's all there
and think 'Now what do I want to do?'
(Cazden,
him
to
see."
1969, p. 11)
for
"Hence, at any given moment one is likely to find
some children just starting, some just ending and others
very much in the middle of a variety of tasks."
(Rathbone, 1970, p. 33)

THERE ARE VERY FEW FIXED TIME PERIODS.
"For within the designated school day, there are
remarkably few fixed time periods of any sort, especially
those during which all children are obliged to give their
collective attention to a single event or task. Instead,
one encounters a pervasive fluidity, a thorough and continuous flexibility of scheduling."
(Rathbone, 1970, p. 32)

"There is a minimum dictation by the clock."
(Armington, 1969, p. 7)

"We maintain a highly flexible schedule, with
the
emphasis on the child's planning of his individual
schedule which best suits his needs."

(Sargent, 1970, p. 3)
"If human beings are individual and unique, then
any system of fixed scheduling and mass instruction
must be insanely inefficient."
(Leonard, 1968, p. 181)

DETERMINATION OF EACH CHILD'S ROUTINE EACH DAY IS LARGELY
THE CHILD'S CHOICE
"The child is given the freedom to choose the things
with which he wants to become involved and this can be
achieved more easily where there is no parcelling out
of time or directing of groups of children to different
activities.

(Brown and Precious, 1969, p.

"Each child is free to explore an interest deeply
and is also free to disengage when an activity no longer
seems appropriate."
(Armington, 1969, p. 6)

"There is a definite expectation, at Sea Mills, and
elsewhere, that each child will do some reading, writing,
but it still leaves each
and arithmetic each day .
child responsible for selecting the form of his work,
and the time during the day when he will do it. An
integrated day can accommodate all kinds of individual
schedules.
(Cazden, 1971, p. 11)
.

.

CHILDREN GENERALLY WORK INDIVIDUALLY AND IN SMALL GROUPS
"Informal schools generally abandon the traditional
rigid time-table which divides the day into a succession
In its place there are longer periods
of short periods.
during which, at the teacher's discretion and under his
supervision, students may be engaged individually or in
small groups in a wide variety of activities."
(Silberman, 1970, p. 209)

PROVIDING A SUSTAINED INVOLVEMENT (IN LEARNING)
RFOUIRES
A FLEXIBLE AND INDIVIDUALIZED ORGANIZATION OF
TIME

The integrated day could be described as a
school
day which is combined into a whole and has the minimum
of timetabling .
the child is encouraged to commit
himself completely to work in hand which he has chosen.
The child also has the time to pursue something in depth
even though it may take several days. As he works, problems common to various subjects will arise but within the
integrated framework he can make easy transitions between
many areas of learning.
(Brown and Previous, 1969, p. 12.

.

"A flexible schedule permits children to learn
according to their individual rhythms of engagement and
disengagement.

(Armington, 1969, p. 7)

"Rigid division of the curriculum into subjects
tends to interrupt children's trains of thought and of
interest and to hinder them from realizing the common
elements in problem solving.
(Plowden, 1967, p. 198)
,

"It is very important that a child who has a pot
unfinished at the end of the day should be allowed to
complete it on the following day. This principal applies
to any valuable task."

(Richardson, 1964, p. 19)

INDIVIDUAL CHILDREN OFTEN LEARN IN UNPREDICTABLE WAYS,
AT THEIR OWN RATE AND ACCORDING TO THEIR OWN STYLE
"'School organization allows for individual differences but only as those differences show up in one
dimension, a rate of progression ... we should emphasi
the individual differences in all their qualitative rich
ne s s . "
(Hawkins in Barth, 1970, p. 32)
'

"In the last twenty years schools have provided for
more individual work, as they have increasingly realized
how much children of the same age differ in their powei s
of perception and imagery, in their interests, and in
their span of concentration."
(Plowden, 1967, p. 274)
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